A good campaign is like a good joke. A joke's effectiveness relies on the use of the right words, good timing, convincing delivery and a strong punch-line delivered to the right person in the right way. When visualising information for advocacy these are the factors we need to consider. In this guide we explore how to influence issues using the right combination of information, design, technologies and networks. Through over 60 examples of visual information campaigns from around the world we show how they capture attention, present stories and take us on journeys through data.

This guide has been developed by Tactical Tech out of our experience over the past ten years working to help campaigners and activists around the world to use information, visual representation and digital technologies in their work. It reflects what we have learned about working with information, technology, design and networks in advocacy.

The ideas in this book have been developed through nearly 50 workshops we have led for activists, journalists and advocates campaigning on issues as diverse as corruption and transparency, pro-democracy, land-grabbing, toxic waste, water scarcity, migration, maternal and child health, forced labour, violence against women, gender and sexuality rights, indigenous people's rights, child rights and anti-torture. These workshops have taken us to many countries to work with activists, including Albania, Bosnia, Brazil, Cambodia, Canada, Egypt, Germany, Hungary, India, Italy, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Lebanon, Lithuania, Myanmar, the Philippines, Poland, Serbia, South Africa, Spain, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, the United States and Zimbabwe.

We are indebted to our vast global network of friends, supporters and collaborators for giving us the opportunity to learn from them and it is to them that this work is dedicated.

Get in touch at: visualisingadvocacy@tacticaltech.org

We provide design and consultancy services for visual advocacy. If you would like to work with us on your campaign, please get in touch: info@tacticalstudios.org

Look out for our new site: tacticalstudios.org
Visualising Information for Advocacy
This evidence describing the conditions aboard the Alexander, a slave trade ship, was given by Alexander Falconbridge to the House of Commons in 1789.

A year earlier, the Plymouth Abolitionist movement in the United Kingdom had commissioned a sketch of the Brookes, a slave ship like the one described by Falconbridge. The London based Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade, seeing how powerful this image was, picked up the idea and commissioned a more detailed engraving, circulating it on 7,000 posters. James Philips, who owned a publishing and printing business in London, had got the information about the "stowage of slaves" through his Quaker networks, and by gaining access to official documents from the Liverpool Customs office. Much as today's activists do, Thomas Clarkson and the other members of the Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade relied on access to information, on the design of that information, on extensive networks, and on technologies of distribution to deploy their campaign.

What the Plymouth Abolitionist Committee chose to present was a diagram of the ship's lower planking and 'poop deck'. The posters showed how people were packed like cargo into the ship, forced to lie on their sides and unable to stand for up to six months at a time. The poster also carried an account from a slave trader who confessed to carrying as many as 609 slaves at one time, 155 people more than the Brookes allowed for, according to the schematic, thus implying that the conditions were really much worse even than those pictured. This image was to become a key asset for the campaign to abolish slavery and would go down in history as testimony to the power of visual evidence. Looking at the diagram now, curiosity trips over disbelief as you begin to imagine what this would have meant for those on board. A diagram like this one, that would normally be used to show how cargo may be packed on a ship, makes this depiction of humanity all the more horrific. You are left wondering: how could they have done this? If today this looks like a form of ancient brutality, then as a depiction of contemporary practices it must really have defied people's beliefs at the time. It strikes a note that is too loud to ignore.

In 1808 Thomas Clarkson wrote, about the history of the abolitionist movement: "... the print seemed to make an instantaneous impression of horror upon all who saw it, and was therefore instrumental, in consequence of the wide circulation given it, in serving the cause of the injured Africans." When Clarkson took the poster to France, the Archbishop of Aix was reportedly so "struck with horror that he could scarcely speak." These images shocked the viewer, but they also did something much more powerful. They showed how absurd these practices were. The leaders of the Abolitionist movement made use of a range of visual formats as evidence to support their demands. The image of the Brookes, which was used as testimony in parliament, still today gives us a sense of facts merely presented, speaking for themselves in visual form. At the same time, Thomas Clarkson and his network of activists had paintings commissioned, created children's books and had china crockery printed with the Abolitionist slogans 'Am I not a Man and a Brother?', 'Am I not a Woman and a Sister?'
The images used on these objects were used to elicit feelings of outrage and sympathy – not by presenting facts, but by representing the perseverance of human dignity in the face of wretchedness and dehumanisation. On the china cup, for instance, we see the representation of the slave’s isolation on the rocks, the distance of the sea and asking the viewer “Am I not a Man and a Brother”. Ideas are not presented as facts, as in the schematic of the Brookes, but are represented pictorially and used as a call to action. The person using this cup to serve tea to visitors transformed a social act into an act of solidarity, making a statement of allegiance to the abolitionist cause.

Through these two examples we can recognise two functions of visualising information for advocacy: presentation (the objective description of the facts) and representation (the subjective depiction of ideas through metaphor, analogy and allegory). In many campaign images these two functions are mixed, but it is important that we learn to understand them as separate elements of visual information, so that we can recognise in what measure each is working. This guide and the examples it will explore the communicative power of each of these elements and how they are used in advocacy.

The anti-slavery campaign is often held up as the world’s first social justice campaign, and it set precedents for campaigns today. The Abolitionists lobbied parliament with 1,500 petitions, signed by 1.5 million people; they organised 300,000 people in the UK in a boycott of sugar produced by slaves in the [British] West Indies. Over a twenty-year period they used all the tricks they could muster, from strategic alliances to direct lobbying, and from appeals to sentiment to calls to action. On 12th May 1789, Wilberforce used a model replica of the Brookes to add weight to his argument in his speech to the House of Commons. Concluding the speech, Wilberforce said “Having heard all of this you may choose to look the other way but you can never again say that you did not know.”

In this statement, Wilberforce made an appeal to the morality of his audience as well as to their sense of reason. What Wilberforce is actually saying is that once the facts have been seen the only rational conclusion to be reached is that slavery must be abolished. Thereafter, any failure to demand abolition can only signify irrationality (the inability to put the facts together in a logical order) or immorality (the willful desire to ignore them). Wilberforce presents three options to his audience: they must be either abolitionists, idiots or evil.

If we look at the techniques used by the abolitionists, we can identify three important and distinct elements of persuasion that are essential to visualising information for advocacy. The most familiar to us – the one that is still at the centre of our understanding of democracy – is rational appeal. We use this to influence people because we believe that if they are provided with the true facts, their ability to reason will allow them to reach the right conclusion. The schematic of the Brookes is an example of this approach. It made people question their understanding of what slavery entailed. The second element of persuasion is moral appeal. This uses the (presumed) ethical convictions of the audience to recruit them or nudge them into taking a position, as the Abolitionists did with their representation of human integrity on the china cup. This approach makes an appeal to people’s values and attempts to awaken their sense of justice and move them to act. The third element is emotional appeal. This form of persuasion tries to produce and exploit emotional reactions to gain the support of the audience. This can be seen in the anecdote about the Archbishop of Aix and his highly emotional reaction to the image of the Brookes. Emotional appeals seek to stir people’s empathy and compassion regardless of underlying social norms and personal notions of justice and in this sense can be the most powerful of the three appeals. These three approaches – rational appeal, moral appeal and emotional appeal – are three ways to persuade an audience. They are often used together.

The schematic of the Brookes appears to be purely factual, to be an objective presentation of slavery. In this case, the presentation of the facts encompasses all three forms of appeal: it invites people to think, appeals to their moral sense, and produces a strong emotional reaction. But although the image appears to contain simple facts that speak for themselves, we know that the schematic was commissioned. Therefore, what looks like a completely objective presentation is also a selective representation of the issue. This may seem overly analytical, but it raises crucial questions about ways of framing and using visual information: what are the choices the author makes about what to show and how to show it? How does the author position themselves with regard to the creation of the image?

How apparent is the framing of the information to the viewer? And to what degree does the viewer feel forced by this to reach a certain conclusion? These details have a significant impact on how an image influences people. In choosing the image of the Brookes mass-produced posters, Clarkson and Wilberforce made specific decisions and created a powerful visual shorthand to encapsulate the problem. While the injustice and suffering of those who endured the slave ships was brutal, the poster does not try to show the whole institution of slavery: in fact, the Middle Passage was not the central problem of the slave trade. The Abolitionists simplified the problem into a single story, one that they believed would convey as fact the horror and immorality of the entire practice.

Using these elements to decode the communicative power of the schematic of the Brookes allows us to reverse-engineer the elements of a successful visual information campaign. These same elements can be used to design powerful visual information for new campaigns. We wrote this guide to describe ways of creating persuasive visual information campaigns, campaigns that through representation can express an entire story and convince people in an emotionally powerful, morally compelling and rationally undeniable way.
Elements of Visual Persuasion

Information, design, networks & technology
Working with visual information

All advocates and campaigners collect information that they can then use strategically to influence policy and public debate, expose wrong-doing, push for justice, monitor those in power and regulate public institutions. Our effective use and presentation of information depends on our ability to communicate it successfully. While words used at the right time and in the right way can make a point very effectively, very few things are as powerful as images.

This goes beyond the adage ‘a picture is worth a thousand words’. The overwhelming superiority of images to other forms such as sound or text when it comes to our ability to learn and remember has been recognised for some time and this is called the Picture Superiority Effect. In addition, images can convey abstract concepts and use symbols to imply more complex ideas. The way we interact with images makes them especially useful when presenting information, and it is the framing of these images, their context and their packaging, that determines their communicative power in the context of campaigning. The image above, showing a pile of tangled spectacle frames, is taken from the Auschwitz museum. It portrays a certain fact, namely the large number of personal possessions that were broken and left behind at the camp. That is what we see, but this is not the full extent of the information being conveyed to us in this picture. Once we know where the image is from, what is brought to the fore is the magnitude of the tragedy; the pile of glasses mirrors the fate of those who once wore them.

This representation documents events differently from the way a list of statistics or names would do. It presents the facts of genocide, with the glasses taking on the force of evidence. Strictly speaking, however, this image is not actually evidence of a human tragedy, despite powerfully conveying a sense of horror. Rather, the image of a pile of glasses becomes an analogy for something that may be too painful to look at directly: the piles of bodies of people killed that we know existed at the camps. Using this image to represent the tragedy can be more powerful, serving to evoke a much stronger image in the minds-eye. The image uses a specific, necessary and personal item to represent the whole story of the countless individuals who were killed. The image’s persuasive power lies in the way it forces the viewer to fill in the details themselves, drawing on knowledge from history and popular culture. It does not rely just on the image, but also on what the viewer already knows and brings to its reading of it. In contrast, the second image, also showing glasses (originally from the Buchenwald concentration camp this time), does not pretend to let the facts speak for themselves. The artist’s intervention is clearly evident in this example. The glasses in this image belonged to 12 of the approximately 58,000 people who were murdered in Buchenwald by the Nazis during the Second World War. What this picture emphasises is the individuality of objects that in the previous image can be seen only as an anonymous mass. Their arrangement in this photograph is neither accidental nor decorative. What is interesting about this configuration is that the image is presented to the viewer as if it were indeed evidence. Side by side on a white background, the spectacles resemble evidence in a police investigation exhibit.

1 This phenomenon is used in psychology, advertising and interface design.

LEFT: Twelve Spectacles
Naomi Tereza Salmon. 1995.
Twelve pairs of spectacles from victims of Buchenwald concentration camp. One of a series documenting the personal effects of victims of the Holocaust. Exhibited in The Legacy of Absence Gallery.

RIGHT: Glasses from Auschwitz at the Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial and Museum. Photograph by Katrina Leno, 2010.
information that we will explore in this guide. In the context of campaigning, we can judge the efficiency of a design by its capacity to:

- **Engage and entice**: its ability to get attention, often through an arresting or memorable image that presents a different perspective.
- **Communicate a convincing argument**: summarising complex concepts and communicating them through an aesthetic that the intended audience will respond to.
- **Draw the viewer in**: giving them a way to connect directly to the content or explore the issue further.

We will explore each of these elements in turn in the chapters of this book devoted to examples: Get the Idea, Get the Picture and Get the Detail.

Although both of the images attempt to convey evidence, they must also be understood as careful representations of information. Often we think of visual information as being simply a fusion of words and/or numbers, laid out in a visual form; for example, an information graphic or map. But when we design visual campaigns, it is important also to understand images themselves as conveyors of information – from the information carried by the artefacts pictured to the implications of the framing and stylistic choices made by the creator of the campaign.

The way that the information is communicated is directly related to the form used to convey it; this is what we call its design. When we think about design, we tend to get caught up in ideas of taste, but good design in campaigns is design that engages people, using the aesthetic language of its audience and presenting visual information in a compelling way.

At first glance, the images in this series of campaign posters about freedom of expression online do not present information directly, as in the schematic of the Brookes or the photographs of glasses. Instead, they use a visual form to represent underlying facts. These images are not evidence for these facts; they refer to and convey information about repression. This indicates a significant difference in the intentions of the people who made these images. In the previous example of the glasses, the use of metaphor softened the blow of what the image represents. Here, it is humour that tempers the seriousness of the message. We recognise the spoof dictators immediately through their distinct clothing and their opulent surroundings, which represent the trappings of power. The images remind us of the elephant’s fear of the mouse, yet they also allude to the brutal and disproportionate violence that the dictators represented unleash as a reaction to this fear.

Understanding the difference between the information conveyed and the way it is framed in each of these examples can help us to understand the difference between the presentation of visual facts and the purposeful representation of ideas. In the first image of the glasses, the intention is to show the image as documentation and direct presentation of a fact. In the second image of the glasses, specific choices have been made by the artist, who has decided how to represent the glasses in order to direct the viewer’s interpretation of the image. By contrast, the images of the dictators do not pretend to be presentations of evidence, but instead represent the pervasiveness of repression through exaggeration and humour.

The two forms of representation used here, evidence and parody, are just two of the functions of visual elements of visual persuasion. Although both of the images attempt to convey evidence, they must also be understood as careful representations of information. Often we think of visual information as being simply a fusion of words and/or numbers, laid out in a visual form; for example, an information graphic or map. But when we design visual campaigns, it is important also to understand images themselves as conveyors of information – from the information carried by the artefacts pictured to the implications of the framing and stylistic choices made by the creator of the campaign.

The way that the information is communicated is directly related to the form used to convey it; this is what we call its design. When we think about design, we tend to get caught up in ideas of taste, but good design in campaigns is design that engages people, using the aesthetic language of its audience and presenting visual information in a compelling way.

At first glance, the images in this series of campaign posters about freedom of expression online do not present information directly, as in the schematic of the Brookes or the photographs of glasses. Instead, they use a visual form to represent underlying facts. These images are not evidence for these facts; they refer to and convey information about repression. This indicates a significant difference in the intentions of the people who made these images. In the previous example of the glasses, the use of metaphor softened the blow of what the image represents. Here, it is humour that tempers the seriousness of the message. We recognise the spoof dictators immediately through their distinct clothing and their opulent surroundings, which represent the trappings of power. The images remind us of the elephant’s fear of the mouse, yet they also allude to the brutal and disproportionate violence that the dictators represented unleash as a reaction to this fear.

Understanding the difference between the information conveyed and the way it is framed in each of these examples can help us to understand the difference between the presentation of visual facts and the purposeful representation of ideas. In the first image of the glasses, the intention is to show the image as documentation and direct presentation of a fact. In the second image of the glasses, specific choices have been made by the artist, who has decided how to represent the glasses in order to direct the viewer’s interpretation of the image. By contrast, the images of the dictators do not pretend to be presentations of evidence, but instead represent the pervasiveness of repression through exaggeration and humour.

The two forms of representation used here, evidence and parody, are just two of the functions of visual elements of visual persuasion.

**LEFT:** Scared Leaders. International Society for Human Rights, 2010. The International Society for Human Rights, working with the advertising agency Ogilvy and Mather, created a collection of posters on freedom of expression. The posters show the threat to different dictators posed by cyber-dissidents.
Putting visual information into action

Ultimately, a good design for visualising information for advocacy is one that achieves its intended purpose within a network of cultural, social and political interactions. In using visual information for advocacy, we have to consider its base of interaction, broadly to mean the network of people who engage with the issue in different ways. In order to create the schematic of the Brookes, the Abolitionists’ access to the Quaker network was essential to help get information about the number of slaves on board. Similarly, they depended on a network of supporters to turn that information into posters. The ways in which information can be procured and deployed through a network are also affected by the use of and access to technology. This is still the case today, as it was at the time of the image of the printing press, the archival system of the Liverpool customs house and the mail-coach and road systems for their communication.

Digital technologies are very important in this context because they provide new ways of accessing and sharing information. It is impossible to separate the way that people and their networks acquire and use information from the technologies that they use to do so. The ubiquity and ever-increasing accessibility of digital technologies have not only introduced new devices, tools and platforms for collecting, manipulating and sharing visual information, they have also inspired a movement of technologists, researchers and activists who are transforming the way we use technology to obtain and distribute visual information. The possibilities of digital technologies have been seized upon by activists and citizens who find themselves becoming documentarists, archivists and monitors of abuses of power. Over the past few years, we have seen a revolution in public documentation, enabled by access to video cameras in mobile phones and by the prominence of video-sharing sites such as YouTube. This was demonstrated in 2010 when a YouTube video, aired on Al Jazeera and passed around social networks, became the defining event that set off the uprisings in Tunisia. The video showed the peaceful protest of the mother of a street vendor who had set herself on fire out of despair. Video witnessing has the potential to trigger debate and transform public opinions into political engagement.

Videos, photographs and other forms of visual information, such as cartoons, have also been central to the emergence of networks of public witnesses. From Egypt to the United States and from Spain to Bahrain, citizens, journalists and activists are capturing visual evidence of police brutality, and sharing it on the internet. This has become a significant phenomenon, with blogs, Facebook pages, websites and newsfoids dedicated to the aggregation of such material. Visual documentation is particularly powerful in aggregate, but it is only effective when it is used in the context of a network that can take advantage of the content. These networks extend from the people sharing, viewing and mobilising in response to the documentation to the police departments who are having to account for the behaviour of their officers. This surge in visual public witnessing is a significant development. However, it is important to recognise that because of the flood of visual evidence that is emerging, issues of authenticity, verification and of scale are becoming more and more challenging. This has already diminished the potential impact of such visual information in the context of advocacy and simultaneously shifts the burden of proof to the viewer who has to make a judgement call about the authenticity of the information they are looking at.

Other advances in digital technologies and the networks that emerge through them have also played a role in enabling activists to turn visual information into action. Google Maps and Google Earth have opened up cartography and taken it away from the dominance of the state and the military, de-monopolising the use of maps. They have made it possible for anyone to create and mark up maps, and provided access to good-quality satellite imagery. Activists have taken advantage of these technologies and used them to gather and present information on a range of issues, from drawing attention to the misuse of land in Bahrain to tagging undocumented prisons in Tunisia. Alongside these developments, significant steps have been taken towards opening up the base data needed for mapping, thus enabling activists and journalists working in a wide range of contexts to reuse these mapping formats more extensively to deliver visual information. In turn, this has enabled the development of platforms such as Ushahidi, a tool aimed at civil society to enable crowd-mapping of events.

These four elements, information, design, technologies and networks are four elements that should be considered in every visual campaign. Whether we are presenting a narrative of genocide, inviting reflection on freedom of expression or documenting police violence, the quality of each of these elements will determine the effectiveness and reach of our campaign. It’s important to learn to combine these factors: to know how best to use the available technology, in order to deliver the necessary information in its appropriate form or design, to the relevant networks of people. This combination will determine the communicative power of the images we create and, ultimately, the effectiveness of our campaigns. Of course, this is not a science but an art. Nonetheless, it is possible both to learn the techniques and to become more sensitive to what works and what doesn’t.

3 This man was Mohamed Bouazizi, a street vendor who set himself on fire after being harassed by municipal officials.
4 This has become a major issue in the US where the practice of filming the police is under debate: some of the more active online repositories are www.facebook.com/filmingcops, www.policemisconduct.net, www.policebrutality.info and http://copwatch.com.

1 More examples, see this post on Mapping asylum seekers: http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/syria2011witnesses.pdf
2 Note that while these Google tools allow us to create our own maps, the actual basic data is not in the public domain and the maps we create are stored on Google’s servers. Despite the freedoms they allow, none of the maps created using these tools are owned by their creators.
7 For more examples, see this post on Mapping as Campaigning: http://storify.com/hunginternet/mapping-as-campaigning
8 www.ushahidi.com

ABOVE: Journalists in Malaysia being attacked by police. Photograph published on Dr Ibzi’s blog, 2012.
}

LEFT: Facebook ‘You, Michal Kichwa’. 2011. An increasing number of online collections bring together visual evidence to document police violence. This cartoon is one of the many images posted on the Facebook page, ‘Filming Cops’.
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Elements of Visual Persuasion
Forms of Influence

* Interruption, education & coercion
The aim of activism is to change things from how they are to how they ought to be. Activists and their campaigns or advocacy efforts are in the business of asserting that the present situation is bad in some way, and that a particular possible future would be better. The present must be changed and something that is not now the case must become the case. In the middle of this movement between the present and the future hides the most important question, one that activists and campaigners must answer: why? The answer to this question is the justification for the campaign. It is critically important that we understand the reasons and arguments for our campaign’s goal, or the change that we desire, because in one way or another, the campaign will have to express these reasons and stand behind them.

Activists often think that they can move their audience by issuing demands such as “Save the whales!” or “Free Nelson Mandela!” But such demands are seldom effective, because they try to force the hand of the audience. In order for them to work, the audience must already accept the justification for the demand and care about it.

Commitment to an issue is an expression of care. For an action to take place, somebody has to care sufficiently to want to change things as they are into things as they ought to be. People care in different ways: they care whether they are right or wrong, care about having the right and sufficient reasons to act, or they care because of an emotional commitment to something or someone. This emotional commitment is the strongest form of care, and normally has to do with proximity or connection. For example, someone might care more for their own dog than for a homeless person living in another part of the city, or they may care more about a country on the other side of the world, where a close relative lives, than for a neighbouring country. Since campaigning, or influencing people politically, is about getting them to care enough to prompt a change in the world, the real aim is to find a way to get people to extend their care. For example, to mobilise them to care about animals in general, or about countries where other people’s relatives live. In this sense, influence can be understood as the ability of a campaign to harness care. Whether the audience is made up of policy makers, corporate executives or a community, the campaign has to generate enough care in these people to lead to a shift in opinions or a move to action.

The efficiency of an advocacy effort or campaign often depends not only on individuals but on generating the support of many or building critical mass. In campaigning terms, we often talk about this as solidarity or mobilisation, but it is helpful to recognise that essentially we are trying to develop communities that care about something.

If we want to persuade an audience to care about something and prompt change, we have to make an appeal to their values. Sometimes a campaign needs to show that values that people already share are being violated, and in certain other cases it must persuade people to apply their existing values to new issues. But just as often, the aim of a campaign is to instil new values or to change old ones. In any case, it is essential for the campaigner to know the audience and its current position: what are the values and beliefs that members of this audience already share? These can be recruited and appealed to in a campaign. What are the values and beliefs that are not shared? These must somehow be developed or instilled in the audience – a much more difficult undertaking.

In visual campaigns, a significant part of the job of expressing how things are, how they ought to be and why people should care falls on the image. Whether directly presented or implied, in any good visual campaign you should be able to read a visual argument: the facts of the matter and the problem, the implied promise of the future and the implied justification for change.
Getting it right

Certain things become clearer when we think of activism as moving something from its current deficient state to a brighter future, the most important of which may be that activism is not an end in itself. Keeping one eye on this promised future and the other on the shifting environment in which a campaign is operating is critical to success: as audiences respond, positions shift and events take new turns we have to be flexible, responsive and able to change direction. We need to know the audience and have a good grasp of the level of influence we can realistically expect to have, and it is essential to keep sight of a feasible goal if we are to track the efficiency of a campaign: if we know the desired result for a specific group, then there is a way to measure our success.

Knowing our audience and understanding how we will get them to care is critical in deciding how to formulate a strategy for using the four factors of communication – information, design, network and technologies – outlined in the previous chapter. This understanding can help us to decide what is the appropriate information, which is the right format, which networks we want to activate and what are the right technologies to use to collect, shape and distribute the campaign. It is easy to see how important this is when we look at some of the things that could go wrong:

- Visual information aimed at people who are not ready to receive it or don’t share our understanding of the problem can make the information useless: in this case we could be ‘scratching where it doesn’t itch’.
- An image that people cannot bear to look at because it is too strong, such as explicit documentation of a tragedy, will not enlist support and, worse, may be perceived as manipulation.
- A campaign that makes use of the wrong technology platform for its particular audience will not reach it.

In all these ways, a good campaign is like a good joke. A joke’s effectiveness lies in the choice of the right words, good timing, a convincing delivery and a funny punch-line. A good joke is memorable and is easily shared and passed between people. All of these factors ultimately depend on having an understanding of the values and beliefs of the audience and on the authority of the person delivering the joke. A large part of a campaign’s effectiveness can depend on finding an affinity between the people delivering it and the people receiving it.

---

There are many strategies for intervening in an issue; broadly speaking they can be divided into three categories with some variation and overlap:

- **Interruption:** questioning the dominant narrative, disrupting its usual meaning.
- **Education:** shifting the dominant narrative and transforming the way people understand a particular issue.
- **Coercion:** compelling action by some type of force or threat of force, which usually involves challenging the dominant narrative to reveal concealed facts.

Before we examine these approaches, it may be useful to note that digital technologies and increased access to information have made it easier to use strategies of interruption, education and coercion. These advances are important not only because they democratise the sharing of and access to information but also because they permit interventions over long distances and across social, cultural and political borders. Technology has had a particularly strong impact on interventions that seek to connect problems that emerge in one place but are rooted in another, such as pollution or resource extraction. This is something we will see through the case studies in the following chapters.

**Strategies of intervention**

**INTERRUPTION**

Interruption works to challenge the dominant narrative or jar the normal way of seeing things. It can build on the way people already care about things, but it can also act as a reminder or invitation to like-minded people, calling them to put their care into action. Interruption can be used to disrupt people’s existing patterns of caring, encouraging them to ask questions about their own commitments and unthinking assumptions.

Black Cloud, a project created by the World Wildlife Fund in China, attempts to question some of these ‘unthought’ patterns of care by using a striking visual device to convey a message about the rapid growth in the number of cars in China and therefore in the amount of exhaust emissions. The World Wildlife Fund attached a cloud-shaped balloon to the exhaust-pipe of a car. The balloon fills up as the car is driven, creating an inflated black cloud with the words: “Look how much carbon monoxide you’ll keep out of the air we breathe by not driving for just one day” written on it. The balloon not only interrupts the line of sight of passers-by, it also disrupts their understanding of the car and the air around it. The entirely opaque bubble contains the fumes that would otherwise quickly disappear into thin air. This, of course, is not a presentation of documented evidence; instead, the bubble is used to emphasise an aspect of pollution, making visible something that is normally invisible. Its form, and its irruption in the everyday street scene, shift our perception of the cars in the street and force us to question whether or not we care enough to abstain from using our own cars.

**“Black Cloud”**

While the Chinese economy is booming, the stakes above its skyline are deteriorating. One of the biggest causes in the phenomenal growth in the number of cars and exhaust emissions is a lack of awareness and public care. To kick off their 20 tips for sustainable development campaign and drive people to their 2012: go mini-site, WWF encouraged people to use the popular car-sharing trend. Along with an increase in new volunteers, WWF received coverage of the event in a number of Chinese newspapers as well as on CCTV 6, Beijing TV, Phoenix TV, even international news stations such as Deutsche Welle Broadcasting in Germany and Al Jazeera in the Middle East.

On balloons:

Drive one day less and look how much carbon monoxide you’ll keep out of the air we breathe.

LEFT:

These sets of playing cards from Argentina are an example of an interruption that uses dominant narrative to create counter-narrative. The first set of cards was circulated in Argentina in 1951 to celebrate the Perón regime and promote Perón in the upcoming election campaign. The cards show the Perón regime as ‘saviours of the people’. Perón looks almost like a movie star with his slick hair and white dinner jacket, and the symbols that surround him reinforce his claims offering protection, security and safety.

The second set of cards, released anonymously, was a direct response to the official set. The anti-Peronist deck uses storytelling to construct a counter-narrative that exposes the dark side of the leader and his administration. The 12 of Batons, for example, shows Perón in his military attire portrayed as a thief, a greedy and crooked leader. The Ace of Cups shows military personnel hoarding money and property that was intended for homeless victims of the 1944 San Juan earthquake.

The anti-Peronist playing cards, work as a form of visual information, one that has the effect of interrupting the status quo and creating bonds between like-minded people. The cards use wit to make an appeal to the intellect, humour to soften the heaviness of the content, and symbolic references (needing to be decoded by the user) to appeal to a sense of reason. The references alluding to specific details of broader political events need to be decoded and therefore foster ‘insider’ cohesion among those who own and play with the cards. In a way, this is similar to what we can imagine happening with the china cups produced by the Abolitionists.

Interruptions such as this one can help break the dominant narrative, however mostly such interventions are effective in aggregate. However, while one artfully executed single interruption in the right place at the right time can have a big impact on an audience, mostly such interventions are effective in aggregate. Taking the long view on such interruptions can help us to have more realistic expectations about the impact each intervention of this sort can have; it contributes to a counter-narrative, stacks up and serves to create bonds within a community, and it nudges those who are sitting on the fence. It is important to recognise that such interventions may seem clever, but mostly appeal to the like-minded, and are often easily dismissed by those who have an opposing view or a pre-existing allegiance to an opposing group.
excludes women. The campaign focused on the use of language, and in particular on the accent (Kasra) that in Arabic is placed underneath a word to make it clear that a word is feminine or addressed to a woman – as opposed to being above the word to make it clear it is addressed to a male, or omitted, in which case the word is masculine by default. The campaign shows this mark in red, placing it underneath words written in black, choosing words for the posters and adverts that would take on a different meaning when the accent was added. The campaign was rolled out on billboards, and in magazines with stickers attached so that people could add the red accent themselves, where they wanted it (see image, right). This campaign was then extended beyond posters and magazines, producing red ‘accent’ pins worn, for example, by television presenters (see image, left). These pins were catalysts for debates and discussions. The use of the accent and the fundamental question of gendered language was a simple way to start a dialogue about equality, and it was its wide-spread exposure and the diversity of those who carried it forward – from female celebrities to male television presenters – that contributed to its success.

An educational intervention like the Khede Kasra campaign can be seen as just a stepping stone, laying the foundations for a much larger challenge and working in combination with other campaigns over time to try to shift the dominant perception – in this case, of women’s rights, while campaigning in parallel for concrete policy changes that address the imbalances.

It is very difficult to force communities into fundamental cultural shifts just by changing policies from above, especially where there is either a single dominant opposing trend or pockets of strong opposition. Therefore change that comes from above or is implemented by force in the way of legal measures may need to be supported by other efforts, such as educational interventions. Gay marriage is a clear case in point. Advocates in Spain, for example, were successful in obtaining the legalisation, in 2005, of gay marriage. However, after this policy change, many people in Spain asked for a repeal of the Law as a considerable part of the population had not yet come along with the change.

To be persuaded to support gay marriage, the audience must already have a strong ‘instinctive’ belief in the ideas of equality and rights – not just when the legislation is enacted, but also afterwards, while the changes are being implemented.

2 See Jeff Skoll’s venture, Participant Media, for an example of a production house dedicated to changing meanings and campaigning through mainstream films: http://www.participantmedia.com/
3 http://www.pewforum.org/2013/07/16/gay-marriage-around-the-world-2013/#spain
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gay_marriage_in_Spain
COERCION

Coercion in campaigning aims mainly to influence the people who directly oppose a position or will not change in response to other kinds of appeal. It leads audiences to look behind the dominant narrative, at the details. When it is not possible to influence opponents to reconsider their position or shift their understanding of an issue, many campaigns resort to threatening the relevant actor/s in order to compel them to action. Making a specific and public accusation or exposing wrong-doing can, in some circumstances, be effective. This is especially the case if time is short. Coercion uses different types of threats, such as public shame, financial or legal repercussions. This can be a risky approach. Such tactics can make it difficult to maintain control of a campaign. In such situations, the emphasis is on timing and responsiveness, opportunism, the formation of strategic alliances, flexibility and access to sufficient resources.

In 2009, a scandal exploded around the expenses claimed by British Members of Parliament (MPs). The path towards this revelation had initially been made by journalists and freedom of information campaigners requesting disclosure of information on specifically named MPs’ expenses under the Freedom of Information Act. The Guardian Datablog created an infographic poster highlighting specific aspects of the scandal and allowed readers to download a spreadsheet that contained the specific details of each of the categories of expense claims. This spreadsheet enabled users to go through all of the information and explore, line by line, the ways in which many individuals among the more than 600 MPs broke the law and abused their position for personal gain. The data was organised by parliament member and constituency, along with exact details of what was claimed.

By making the data available as a spreadsheet – a choice of format that served to present the details as facts – The Guardian made specific information about misconduct available directly, empowering members of the public to analyse the records of their own MPs. The data produced by campaigning organisations and by activists was widely amplified by the media, leading to a major political scandal and ultimately forcing a number of MPs to repay expenses that they had wrongly claimed. Some MPs, including the Speaker of the House, resigned from their posts, and criminal charges were brought against three others. This is an example of exposure at work.

ABOVE: A year in expenses. The Guardian. 5 February 2010.


Data organised by parliament member, constituency and exact details of what was claimed.
Strategies for intervention are often combined. Choosing which kind of intervention to emphasise for which audience is very important when we plan a visual information campaign. This decision is largely driven by the situation and the context.

For example, in the case of imminent ethnic violence an educational intervention will not work quickly enough, so interruption or coercion may be better strategies. In the case of long-standing tensions between two communities or countries, however, an educational intervention may have more potential to alleviate the conflict in the long run. By contrast, in a case where persecution is fuelled by some people for political gain, coercion may be a risky, yet more effective, form of intervention.

However, it is important to remember that none of these three kinds of intervention ever exists in pure form. The choice of emphasis is a strategic question that may ultimately affect the outcome of a campaign. The right decision needs to be informed by a profound understanding of the problem we want to solve and of what the barriers to change are. We need to know who has the power to make this change and resolve the problem, and we need a realistic view of how to get those people to care and, ultimately, of what form of influence will work best.

In another example we can see a different intervention at work in the form of monitoring. The Land Matrix is the project of a coalition of organisations, documenting land acquisition deals globally. Tactical Tech worked to make the data collected by these groups public. Several groups had different sets of data, going back as far as the 1980s and ranging from newspaper articles about land deals to actual copies of contracts. This data was eventually merged across the organisations to create the world’s largest database of land acquisition deals, holding information on over two thousand transactions. Tactical Tech worked with the coalition to decide how to present the data and make it accessible to different audiences. They decided to make one thousand of the most verifiable records available to the public, using visualisation to allow users to explore the database from different perspectives, including which countries were buying the most land and who was buying from whom. While the coalition was aware that their decision to track this information was in itself already setting an agenda and defining a specific problem, they made a strategic decision to avoid overt campaigning in order to preserve, as much as possible, their reputations as unbiased researchers. For this reason, they took an open-source approach to the data, making it available for direct download and reuse with the hope of providing grassroots activists and investigative journalists with information that could be used in many different ways. When the online visualisations and database platforms were launched, there was an overwhelming response, with visits to the coalition’s website jumping tenfold from 3,000 to 30,000 per month. The coverage they received went beyond exposure based on press releases and resulted in journalists making their own stories out of the content of the Land Matrix, and in activists from specific countries using the data to formulate campaigns.

Through three in-depth case studies we can see how the elements examined so far, work in actual campaigns and how they exert influence by artfully combining different forms of appeal, different factors of communication and different types of intervention.
Pacific garbage patch is that I’ve never seen a picture of it that’s compelling. When we go out there, they say there’s garbage floating over an area the size of the state of Texas. So we sort of imagine it, then we want to see the pictorial evidence of it, and when we’re actually out there, it’s not like we’re knee deep in garbage. There’s a lot of it slightly subsurface, so the pictures don’t convey it. However, that photograph of 13.8 ounces of mostly plastic inside the stomach of one bird tells the story.”

The photographs were then picked up by Greenpeace and used in a campaign with the tagline “How to starve to death on a full stomach.” The curated image makes a rational appeal by establishing a connection between the act of disposing of plastic and the pollution of the sea. It makes a moral claim on the audience’s sense of duty towards the environment, but it also has a strong emotional appeal as the horror of a dead baby bird with a belly full of plastic sinks in. The picture invites viewers to probe their relationship with the floating objects and wonder how they were disposed of. Some of the objects are recognisable and may be used by the viewer every day – a lighter, a bottle top, a key chain – and the logical association puts the burden of responsibility on the viewer. The presentation of the stomach contents also raises troubling questions that it...
feels absurd to have to ask: how do 13.8 ounces of plastic fit into a baby bird? How does plastic find its way to a remote island in the Pacific Ocean, hundreds of miles from the nearest human settlement? Since the audience is eating from the same sea as the albatross, the image also points to the fact that ultimately the audience may be responsible for its own demise, which may mirror that of the bird. All of these questions that arise interrupt the sense that this has nothing to do with us. This leads us to reconsider our own actions and those of our neighbours, and to think about the need to correct the practices that contribute to this, such as the illegal dumping of waste.

This visual campaign uses the power of synecdoche, which we explored in the introduction. That is, a part of the problem is used to represent the whole problem. Middleton believes that it was the story of this one bird – the authorities performed necropsies on 55 other chicks and found that they had died in similar ways – that evoked a strong response: “We resonate with the plight of someone half a world away that we’ve heard about in the news, who is undergoing some kind of terrible suffering. That somehow emotes, or ignites more of a response in us than just statistics of hundreds of thousands of people suffering. Why is it that an individual resonates with us so much more strongly than hundreds of thousands? Because we don’t really know them; then it becomes an abstraction, and it’s not real. It’s not one person, or one bird. I think that makes a difference in how effectively things are communicated.”

These images, and the story of the chick itself, have been used in advocacy aimed at the United States government, and they have contributed to bringing about stronger environmental protection of this part of the Pacific Ocean. It is now the largest protected marine environment in the world. Middleton reports that the head of the White House Council on Environmental Quality at the time, Jim Connaughton, said to her, “Your book and your exhibition are the single most valuable tool that I have to persuade people on the Hill [the US Congress] to say that this area needs to be protected”.

This visual campaign successfully used a blend of information and design with the clear purpose of influencing an audience that was targeted by both Greenpeace and the photographers. In making different appeals: rational, moral and emotional, the visual representation was more effective than a set of facts about how many birds die each year, or a direct slogan telling the audience what to think or do. Its communicative power lies in the representation of visual data as evidence and in pushing the viewer to do the work of filling in the logical connections that make up the argument. Its artfulness lies in its careful representation of the right story to convey the whole message while making a very strong emotional and ethical appeal, without underestimating the rational capacity of the audience.

Thanks to a leak from a web advertising agency about a new advertising campaign by the multinational oil company Chevron, Rainforest Action Network, Amazon Watch and The Yes Men staged a hoax campaign. The campaign mimicked and mocked the original Chevron campaign that represented the company as an organisation working in the public interest with the bold and unifying statement “we agree.” The three NGOs collaborated, mobilising their networks to act on the leak, gaining access to the

ABOVE: This image is a parody of a similar poster created by Chevron to promote its “corporate social responsibility” work. The image was submitted by an activist to the Chevron Thinks We’re Stupid Campaign, 2010. The parody contains pictures of real children affected by pollution from oil drilling in Ecuador that resulted in Chevron being ordered to pay USD 8.6 billion.
Visualising Information for Advocacy

Zygocki, Chevron vice president of Policy, Government, and Public Affairs. "Oil Companies Should Clean Up Their Messes", reads one ad; the small print refers candidly to the damage done by oil companies around the world. For decades, oil companies like ours have worked in disadvantaged areas, influencing policy in order to do there what we can’t do at home. It’s time this changed.

Due to the trend for oil companies like Chevron to use greenwashing, many US media outlets were actually unable to tell if they were looking at the real press release and the real Chevron campaign or the fake ones. When Chevron did release their own campaign and statement later that day, the extent of the stunt became clear, with some journalists choosing to write a story about the hoax campaign rather than about Chevron’s.

The campaigners were successful because they had a strong understanding of the networks they could access and a strong design that mocked the company, using technology to do so. They used these factors to play the particular context they were working in, of that company and the technology they would use to do so, they played well to the particular context they were working in, of that US media environment. Ironically, they successfully managed to spin a system that is notorious for its own spin tactics. This campaign worked because of the nature of corporate communications. Not everyone has a target that is quite so easy to parody effectively. As David Taylor of the Rainforest Action Network says: "Branding is very important to oil companies. They can spend several hundred million dollars over two or three years just on advertising and on their brand image; they spend a lot of money to brand themselves as ‘good’, and not as the ‘worst’ of all companies. They seek to create doubt in the public mind, that they are ‘not as bad as’ the next oil company, or that they compensate in some way.

Rainforest Action Network took a huge risk in undertaking a confrontational campaign, using such an aggressive form of interruption. Yet part of the beauty of the campaign lies in their success in posing as the company and mocking a style of communication that many recognize as mere posturing and manipulation. The campaign took this one step further by creating a spoof web-page inviting people to ‘Adopt a Chevron Board Member’ (see image, left). Users could click on each of the board members’ profiles and read about them and then opt to, for example, ‘adopt Kevin’. This allowed them to write directly to Kevin about their concerns regarding Chevron. In creating an ‘adopt a board member’ page, the hoax campaign was also mimicking the language of development NGOs, which use mechanisms such as ‘adopt a child’ to get financial backing from supporters.

The use of humour in this highly provocative campaign softens the blow of the message, drawing people in. It is worth noting that the Yes Men, a group of activists known for their daring exposures of the corporate sector, operate as artists precisely because this gives them more room to stretch campaigns into events and practises that other people may find outrageous. Their status as artists gives the group greater protection from litigation. The Yes Men take a deliberately daring stance, knowing that if they are sued they will get even more media attention and, in turn, invite greater scrutiny of the misconduct of the companies they are campaigning against.

Rainforest Action Network justify this approach by explaining that they believe there is little or no room for negotiation, dialogue or mitigation when confronted with such a large and powerful corporation, and that any such techniques are just not effective. “You can’t really create a set of facts about oil dumping or drilling, or climate change, to make them change their behaviour. You can only paint them as bad guys, so that the public doesn’t feel sympathetic to them or let them off the hook. Chevron Texaco has been found guilty and has been slapped with one of the largest financial liabilities for oil pollution ever. This means something, it has a huge impact in people’s minds, but it doesn’t mean necessarily that they have a desire to be a good corporate citizen. You want to create a public perception of them as such an evil actor till they deal with remediation and show that they have accountability.”

Through this example, we can see that the way in which a visual campaign is rolled out is a significant part of an intervention. By taking advantage of the leak obtained by their network, carefully using information that substantiated their claims of Chevron’s misconduct, designing a plausible hoax and taking advantage of technologies that reinforced this hoax. RAN brought the public’s attention to the issue of oil company greenwashing.

But even though the campaign was original, well-designed and loved by many-who saw it for its daring and clever execution, it is important in the context of this guide to look at the question of its impact.

A campaign that uses parody speaks to the converted. In other words, this campaign had the most impact among those who already had some affinity with the hoaxers’ position. This affinity was what made some viewers find the story of the unfolding hoax amusing rather than menacing or irrelevant. The campaign was successful in that it attracted media attention and the support of people who already distrusted Chevron and other large oil companies. Yet it did not seem to have a significant effect on people who believe that oil companies do the best they can, such as investors in the companies and their principal stakeholders, including oil consumers. Nor did the campaign change the activities of Chevron. In fact, Chevron Texaco were still running their own unchanged advertising campaign, the same one that had been spoiled, in mainstream magazines two years after RAN’s parody was released.
Land abuse in Bahrain

When the government ordered Internet Service Providers to block Google Earth and Google Video in Bahrain in 2006, it drew much more attention to what they blocked than if they had simply done nothing. Rumours that the reason for the block was a set of satellite images were quickly followed up with a PDF document that circulated around the internet by email and was posted to different websites.

The 45-page document compiled screenshots from Google Earth and annotated them, allowing the audience to see satellite images of the large tracts of land and lavish palaces owned by the Royal family in this very small and densely-populated country. The images showed land used by the minority Sunni monarchy, detailing golf courses, islands, stables and palaces that were otherwise unknown to the public. For people who could no longer see the images were taken from a resource – Google Earth – the aim of which is to provide accurate satellite images of earth. The fact that the service was then blocked lent credibility and drew attention to the ‘truth’ of their contents. The sense of concealed inequality was greatly exacerbated by a senior government official, who made a statement to the press accusing Google Earth of having “… allowed the public to pry into private homes and ogle people’s motor yachts and swimming pools”.

What happened next was driven by the on-line and off-line network of political and social conversations that emerged around the images, both locally – thanks to prominent bloggers such as Mahmood Yousif, through his political blog Mahmood’s Den – and globally through networks of online activists and the mainstream media, who picked up the stories from bloggers and activists. Writing in the Financial Times, journalist William Wallis stated: “Opposition activists claim that 80% of the island has been carved up between royals and other private landlords, while much of the rest of the population faces an acute housing shortage … Some of the palaces take up more space than three or four villages nearby and block access to the sea for fishermen. People knew this already. But they never saw it. All they saw were the surrounding walls”, said Mr Yousif, who is seen in Bahrain as the grandfather of its blogging community.

Given the context, it is easy to imagine how this cartography of inequality made clear the imbalance in land distribution and the disproportionate ownership of assets by the ruling class. The images make use of all three kinds of appeal: they reveal the truth about how this land was used, they evoke a sense of moral injustice; and for people who struggled to get enough land or adequate housing they ignited an emotional reaction of outrage.

Despite the wide circulation and exposure of the visual evidence, there was no direct change in the distribution of land in Bahrain, nor in administrative transparency. This illustrates one of the traps that campaigners and activists often fall into. In campaigning terms, we tend to look for a direct ‘cause and effect’ reaction, and we ask what the impact of such an intervention may have been. But we may be missing an important point: some interventions are essential catalysts, but when an issue needs a long-term approach to change, with incremental steps along the way, our campaigns may best be understood and appreciated for their ability to get the fire started or for the role they play in affecting direction.

The satellite images did exert a strong influence. They contributed – along with a wide range of other factors and forms of evidence – further documentation about abuses of power to growing unrest in Bahrain about economic conditions and the lack of affordable housing, issues that became major grievances during the 2011 uprisings. By 2013, the problems relating to access to land and housing had increased, with “… an estimated 54,000 requests for government housing still pending for action.” According to a regional news source, nearly half of the people requesting such help had been on the waiting list for twenty years or more. Therefore, seven years after the original satellite photographs were circulated, the images were still being discussed. In 2013, a media outlet, Business Insider, published an article reviewing the situation, pointing to the increased problems and producing new Google Earth satellite images showing that the problem had not only continued, it had got worse.


3 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/d14d3576-7bfa-11db-b1c6-0000779e2340.html#axzz2UqLBbrtB
5 A Gallup poll placed the housing shortage and economic problems at the centre of the uprising in Bahrain in 2011, where “41% of adults surveyed in Bahrain said there were times in the past 12 months when they did not have enough money to provide adequate housing” http://www.gallup.com/poll/146992/housing-shortage-stands-among-bahrain-woes.aspx
7 http://www.gallup.com/poll/146912/housing-shortage-stands-among-bahrain-woes.aspx
8 A Gallup poll placed the housing shortage and economic problems at the centre of the uprising in Bahrain in 2011, where “41% of adults surveyed in Bahrain said there were times in the past 12 months when they did not have enough money to provide adequate housing” http://www.gallup.com/poll/146992/housing-shortage-stands-among-bahrain-woes.aspx
9 A Gallup poll placed the housing shortage and economic problems at the centre of the uprising in Bahrain in 2011, where “41% of adults surveyed in Bahrain said there were times in the past 12 months when they did not have enough money to provide adequate housing”
Different approaches to visualising information will produce different degrees of involvement and engagement. The question is, how involved are the people you are trying to reach? Are they at the outer edges of your issue, needing to be drawn in? Or are they deeply involved in the issue and requiring a new perspective or new ways to engage?

The next three chapters will introduce a wide range of techniques for packaging arguments. Over 30 examples of inspiring ways in which you can visualise information have been collected. From those that rely more heavily on the visual: Get the Idea, to those that summarise arguments through the combination of data and visuals: Get the Picture, and finally those that place a greater emphasis on the data: Get the Detail. Each of these approaches gives an audience different levels of exposure and therefore demands a different level of engagement, from being intrigued to following a narrative, to taking a journey through data.
Get the Idea

Capturing attention
Get the Idea: capturing attention

What do we see when we look at these images, and what sort of effect do they have on us? We suspect that they create a range of reactions as viewers start to connect the text with the image to create meaning and realise that the campaign is about female genital mutilation (FGM). Perhaps we think the image is completely inappropriate, an unsubtle metaphor trampling over a taboo to get our attention. Or perhaps we are uncomfortable with the contrast between a rose, a clichéd symbol for natural beauty, and what the metaphor, along with the crude stitching, represents.

The rose is a metaphor for the outcome of an act. This is a way of showing what cannot really be said in words, certainly not on a poster. There are three posters in the series – if we look at all three of them and we know about FGM, we can see that the images are more than a vague metaphorical representation: they refer to the three kinds of FGM that are practised.

At Tactical Tech, we have used Amnesty’s rose image in a number of workshops on visual representation, and it’s always interesting to see what a wide range of responses we get to it, from those that think it is incredibly powerful and choose it out of a number of examples as the most effective, to those that think it is an over-simplification and a cliche.

RIGHT:
Whatever we think of the posters of roses, the approach illustrates some of the main features of the sort of visual advocacy that helps an audience Get the Idea:

- When it works, this approach can capture attention, because it challenges the values of the audience, breaks taboos and invites quick and immediate emotional reactions. While this sort of advocacy is provocative and controversial, it is not necessarily forceful; it can leave some space for interpretation and reflection by the viewer.
- This approach is difficult to get right. If badly conceived or executed, it can alienate or insult an audience. But when it works, the effect of such a campaign can be significant: it can spread quickly across media, be talked about and rapidly bring attention to an issue.
- These kinds of images pass on tiny packets of information about the issue, referring only obliquely to what people commonly think of as evidence, rather than presenting it directly. As provocations, such images mostly work as routes leading into a wider campaign where further information about the issue can be found. They are often designed to appeal to people who have not yet been exposed to the issue or who don’t have a clear position.

The key characteristic of products that help audiences Get the Idea is the dominance of visual techniques. Such an image may give some information in the form of text, but principally they use a visual form to lead audiences to information about an issue, or into a larger campaign. Such visual tactics borrow from cultural, political and commercial communications practices. These forms of expression are often emotive, using shock, humour, subversion and metaphor, and have the effect of challenging the viewer, attempting to create a pivot for their opinions and ultimately their actions.
This campaign about adoption in India produced by Children of the World (India) Trust, uses analogy to make a point to the viewer. The projected shadow of the profile of a woman holding a sleeping baby is juxtaposed with the shadow of a heavily pregnant woman, visually equating the two. This image teases at the difficult question of what childbearing and childrearing are, trying to bring to the surface the audience’s opinions about whether caring for an adopted child is different from or less valid than the care a parent gives to her or his biological child.

The campaign attempts to challenge perceptions of adoption among people in India. It works on several levels, implying that all children – whether adopted or biological – need to be loved and cared for in the same way. It implies that all parents, whether adoptive or biological, can have the same feelings for their children. Whatever the reaction of the viewers and their own opinions, the campaign uses one simple powerful image, with a twist (just like Amnesty’s rose) to convey a complex proposition and to ask the viewer a series of questions.

Just as written analogy or metaphor does, using a visual comparison or equivalence allows us to show similarities and resonances, in order to clarify or shed new light on what we’re trying to say. This can help people understand a problem that is difficult to grasp, or act as a device giving depth to a story.

Techniques:

A. The Use of Visual Techniques to Help Audiences Get the Idea

Get the Idea is all about exposing people to an issue or inviting them to look further. Campaigners use many techniques to do this, combining information and design to make different appeals. We present a range of techniques commonly used by activists to help people Get the Idea.

![Juxtapose]

ABOVE: Adopt a Child Children of the World (India) Trust, with EuroRSCG India. 2008.
SUBVERT

Many objects, symbols and places have certain social conventions associated with them, or have become iconic, with authority vested in them. Meet the World uses national flags in an unexpected way to subvert such meanings.

This series of flags was used in a promotional campaign for a now-discontinued Portuguese news magazine called Grande Raportagem.

Working for an advertising agency at the time, Icaro Doria, Meet the World’s creator, came up with the idea almost accidentally: “I was flipping through the magazine [Grande Raportagem], trying to get a sense of it and I saw an article in it about female genital mutilation in Somalia. And there was a picture of the Somali flag right next to the data about how 90% of women there endure FGM and only 10% don’t. And I couldn’t avoid the fact that the data was very similar, in proportion to the graphic details of the flag: a small white star in a big blue background. I found this very interesting. So I looked through the magazine to see if there were any other such issues from around the world that would be similarly interesting. I was looking for these kinds of patterns between data and their proportions to the images and blocks of colour on flags.”

Doria produced a series of images of flags and showed them alongside facts that contradict what the flag represents. For example, the European Union flag has a key that shows the yellow stars as the number of oil producers and the majority blue background as the number of oil consumers.

“The flags play with people’s pride. You take a symbol of national pride and identity and show an aspect of that identity that people are not proud of. It really works”, says Doria. Some countries prohibit tampering with their national flag, adding an additional layer of irreverent provocation to this campaign.

The flags were popular online and they also caught the attention of Brazilian officials: “When we launched this in the magazine, we had a picture of the Brazilian flag. Very soon after that, the Brazilian ambassador in Portugal wrote a letter to the magazine talking about how amazing Brazil is, how there is equality, how it is a great place for holidays, it has amazing beaches, and people are taken care of. Clearly it struck a nerve. It really hit home because he felt he had to write a letter saying all these other things about Brazil rather than facing the issues.”

Subversion works because it shows viewers something they recognise and then, on closer inspection, flips their expectations of what the image is there for and what it is telling them.

More information on flag desecration: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_desecration
The Children’s World Map is a billboard campaign by Save the Children Sweden using a kind of inversion. Its depiction of an atlas-style map with omissions is at once familiar and strange. The map shows the countries that have protected children’s rights by making the corporal punishment of a child a crime. Rather than highlighting or listing the countries without such laws, their complete removal from the traditional map creates a disorienting, drowned image of the world, one that is alien to the viewer. The message is clear: on our planet there are not many places where a child is specifically protected from parental violence. The visual expression of this idea centres on an unexpected absence rather than a familiar presence. This is a much more effective technique than the obvious one of highlighting the world map in different colours to delineate which countries do and do not have these laws: it uses its minimalism and difference to tweak the curiosity of the viewer.

This ‘less is more’ technique can also be used as a discipline. When we’re trying to help audiences Get the Idea, using a small slice of a much bigger story can draw them in, make them curious. We should resist the temptation to publish all the information at our disposal at the same time. To paraphrase Bo Bergstrom, author of Essentials of Visual Communication (2009), when a jazz musician in a busy Parisian club wants to get everyone’s attention, he whispers quietly.
James Bridle is a British artist, who documents strikes by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs, commonly known as drones) on Afghanistan, Pakistan, Somalia, Yemen and countries the United States believes to be harbouring ‘terrorists’.

These two very simple images look like satellite images, the kind we’d see on Google Earth or Google Maps. Bridle’s Tumblr website is full of images like these. Each of these images is a Google Maps satellite view of the location of a drone strike. The accompanying text reveals the date of the strike, its location, and the details of how many people were killed and who they were (if that information is available). The selection of images is based on information from the Bureau of Investigative Journalism which serves to materialise an otherwise abstract, hard-to-imagine problem and its impact. By using seemingly simple, even pedestrian images with sparsely written text, Bridle makes his point as succinctly as possible – each drone strike occurs in a real place, not somewhere alien, and there is documentation about the individuals killed in those attacks.

The images make visible what was invisible by taking facts that have already been documented by other people and turning them into simple images that serve to bring home those facts. Bridle also created an inexpensive, but subtle and arresting effect when on the streets of London and Istanbul he drew scale diagrams of an MQ1 Predator Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, a common model in operation. In the presence of these outlines, audiences could see the actual dimensions of these drones for themselves, and consider what it means literally to live in their shadow.

Bridle’s simple gestures and all his work on exposing the costs of drone warfare, demonstrate how the misuse of high-end technologies in drones, are made invisible and remote.

If we don’t know about them, we remain disengaged. He says of this work In the Shadow of the Drone: “Those who cannot perceive the network cannot act effectively within it, and are powerless. The job, then, is to make such things visible. We all live under the shadow of the drone, although most of us are lucky enough not to live under its direct fire. But the attitude they represent – of technology used for obscuration and violence; of the obfuscation of morality and culpability; of the illusion of omniscience and omnipotence; of the lesser value of other people’s lives; of, frankly, endless war – should concern us all.”

2 James Bridle’s Tumblr: http://dronestagram.tumblr.com/
3 The General Atomics MQ-1 Predator is a type of unmanned aircraft used by the US Air Force. For more information see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Atomics_MQ-1_Predator
4 See Bridle’s blog for further explanation of his work: http://booktwo.org/notebook/drones-shadows/
The infographic *Middle East: Who Backs Immediate Ceasefire?* presents data about the states that supported or opposed a ceasefire in the war between Israel and Lebanon in 2006. It was created by The Independent newspaper and was published on its front page. The graphic shows on the left the flags of those countries that voted for a ceasefire and the right those that voted against.

The designer has deployed two effective and complementary design techniques. The first is the use of flags to represent the countries. The flags are equal in size and shape, unlike, for example, the images of countries provided by maps, where the differences in size create a visual inequity. The effect is to evoke ideas of sovereign equality and democracy within the United Nations’ system.

The second technique is the use of space to compare the positions of each country. The visual effect invites the viewer to question the flags’ positions. The dramatic contrast between left and right, for and against a ceasefire – with some pieces taken out of the left side, resembling the last pieces of a nearly complete jigsaw puzzle – highlights the alignment of interests. Overall, it shows how a tiny minority stands out from the great majority and hints at the power imbalance that really exists.

By translating political positions into spatial positions and comparing them, the audience is invited to consider the facts and to ask their own questions. It’s hard to imagine a newspaper headline or article that could work as effectively.
CONTRAST

This seemingly abstract image presents data from the US military 'SigActs' (Significant Actions) database that were obtained and made public by WikiLeaks. It shows civilians and military personnel killed in military engagements involving coalition forces in the Iraq war between 2004 and the end of 2009. Kamel Makhloufi is a French Canadian designer who created this work in his spare time. The images were republished in a number of high profile media outlets, including The New Yorker. "I never thought that it would have such an impact. It got so many comments after I posted it online. I’m still trying to find out why it was so popular!"

Makhloufi’s images create two different narratives of the Iraq war, using the same original WikiLeaks data. The image on the right side shows the deaths as they were reported in the military’s database: chronologically and plotted in rows, starting at the top left and running left to right. The result is a confusing mess of colours. The clearer image on the left presents the same data not chronologically but according to the nationality and characteristics of the people killed. This image reveals precisely what the other one conceals: the simple and memorable truth that civilian deaths massively outweigh military ones. Neither image would work as well on its own, but the differences between them allow people to contrast two narratives about the Iraq war.

This work also shows that it’s possible to give meaning to huge amounts of data without having to select from or reduce it. By zooming out and abstracting it we can see new patterns that are meaningful to our understanding of the problem. The contrast between the two images makes the viewer think about the percentage of civilian deaths while asking questions about the problems of data presentation.

**LEGEND:**
- Dark Blue: Friendly troops
- Turquoise: Host nation troops
- Orange: Iraqi civilians
- Dark Grey: Enemies

**ABOVE:** Function Kamel Makhloufi, 2010.
Across the Wall Visualizing Palestine’s map of bus routes uses seemingly mundane public data and represents it in an unusual way. Visualizing Palestine makes a series of substantial comments on the larger issue of Israeli settlements and the lack of freedom of movement for Palestinians.

Through this image, Across the Wall draws attention to the Green Line – the internationally recognised border between Israel and the West Bank – and incursions into Palestinian territory by the Israeli West Bank barrier. The West Bank is Palestinian territory and Israeli settlements in it are considered illegal by the international community. The map shows the direct bus routes among the settlements and Israeli territory. Across the Wall shows how Palestinians are either not allowed to use these buses or have to acquire special permits to use them while Israelis move freely in Israeli and occupied territory.

Ahmed Barclay of Visualizing Palestine says: “The maps are trying to communicate the continuity between Greater Jerusalem and Greater Israel... the West Bank settlements are seen as illegal but the route map shows how connected they are to Israel. We are trying to challenge the idea that the settlements are not part of Israel proper.”

Barclay goes on to say: “We did this – and actually all our work at Visualizing Palestine is the same – to talk to people who have a slight interest in the issue but who don’t have the time to go into a lot of the reports and history and details. There is a limit to the media narrative, that doesn’t give a full picture of what the situation is between Israel and Palestine, and so to present a more nuanced picture and to draw people into the issues, we created this map.”

---

5 The Green Line refers to the boundary lines drawn in green ink on a map in 1949 separating Israel from its neighbours. See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Line_(Israel)
6 The Apartheid Wall is a barrier constructed by Israel separating Israel from the Palestinian West Bank. See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israeli_West_Bank_barrier
7 Refer to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Bank
PARODY

Some campaigns use humour that play on stereotypes and parody familiar conventions and symbols. In Barbie, It’s Over, Greenpeace created an amusing story of Ken and Barbie’s break-up as a way to draw people into the issue and a broader campaign. The famous male doll produced by the Mattel company, Ken, is the central character. The video – which you can watch at the link in the image caption – is a pastiche, combining a parody of television celebrity news with the stereotypical clichés of Barbie and Ken dolls. The breaking news-style video plays with these conventions, creating an amusing narrative in which Ken is traumatised to discover that Barbie has been destroying the rainforest for her packaging. The campaign itself is aimed at a range of toy makers, including Disney and Hasbro, but uses Ken and Barbie for its central story, thereby specifically targeting Mattel.


How to help people Get the Idea

Here are some questions to ask when developing a concept for a Get the Idea visual for a campaign.

- What are the reasons people are not talking about or acting on an issue?
- What contexts, symbols or situations can be used to represent our issue visually?
- What is the first, key, singular reaction we want our audience to have? What is the second immediate reaction?
- Where will the visual be presented – in real or virtual space – and who, apart from the target audience, will see the visual?
- How can we change the context of the problem and attract new audiences?
- How can our visual open up debate, controversy or curiosity rather than reinforcing a single answer or perspective?
Grabbing people’s attention with arresting images is a technique often used in campaigning, though it is even more difficult to use effectively than humour. Jarring, arresting and shocking images are often used to try and attract interest and support. Many shocking images that have worked well to attract attention to an issue are re-enactments, showing only certain aspects of an event. Others provide context, or create an, ‘a-ha’ moment of revelation to reduce the discomfort of the viewer while still getting the idea across.

For example, the image of the albatross chick with his stomach full of plastic debris, that we explored in the case studies, pitches itself just on this line of ‘bearable witnessing’. It works by taking the viewer on a visual journey that slowly leads them in to the shocking aspect of the image.

These are techniques that are used increasingly by commercial advertisers as a way of getting attention. Companies such as Benetton have made it a feature of their advertising campaigns. These techniques work for them, first because they are playing with social taboos as a way to create a shock reaction, but also because they are operating in a communications market where shock can get them free media attention. It may even make them more appealing to certain audiences, who are drawn to the supposed ‘coolness’ of breaking with convention. Despite the differences in aims we can learn a lot from the advertising industry’s effective use of drama, visual playfulness and shock to influence their target audience.

Amnesty International’s many successful visual campaigns are good examples of how this can work well. For example, Amnesty’s Making the Invisible Visible campaign uses a visual trick to gain the attention of passers-by.

The technique used here is derived from lenticular or 3D printing. The image looks different according to the angle from which it is viewed. Pedestrians walking past see patterns on the railings, which then resolve, as they walk further, into a clear image of a face. The moment of intrigue comes both from the visual and when it becomes clear that the faces are those of people who have been imprisoned or murdered due to limits on freedom of expression. When passers-by read the stories their assumptions are challenged.
What can go wrong? The hazards of overdoing it

VISUAL CLICHÉS

People who have followed climate change debates since the 1992 United Nations’ Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro have probably seen a lot of pictures of sad-looking polar bears adrift on ice floes in the ocean. The 1992 summit was an important global gathering for the environmental movement because it brought together governments, scientists, policy-makers and activists to make global commitments, based on scientific evidence, to protecting the environment. Since then there have been countless campaigns urging us to become aware of our harmful practices. One of the most common images used in these is the polar bear. There is something quite attractive about a pristine, sparkling, icy landscape and a big furry animal. This imagery, however, has been overused as shorthand for the issue of climate change by activists and therefore may have lost its power with an audience. Decades of seeing polar bears in a variety of poses and states have changed the way we are affected by their plight and how much we think about our role in their fate. They have now become a visual shorthand for the issue of climate change.

This may sound cynical, but what we’re trying to do is highlight one of the hazards of misusing the visual when we’re trying to help audiences Get the Idea. If we overuse and abuse images and symbols they become stereotypes or clichés, and can have the opposite effect on the audience from that intended.

STARK REALITIES

There is a difference between helping people Get the Idea in a short, subtle interaction, and relying too much on grabbing attention quickly, without offering useful or insightful information.

Thomas Keenan has written about the use of emotional motifs in advocacy, using his analysis of television footage of the Balkan and Iraq wars. He talks about the way that emotive visual campaigns act on viewers in the same way as seeing footage of war and destruction does, by awakening shame.

“The dark side of revelation is overexposure. Sometimes we call it voyeurism, sometimes compassion fatigue, sometimes the obscenity of images or ‘disaster pornography’... Obviously, this ‘crisis’ has important implications for the struggle for human rights, especially in an age when its traditional allies – the camera and the witness – have acquired unprecedented levels of public access, bordering at times on saturation.”

He refers to shame as a sort of ‘social contract’ whereby we accept, as viewers, that there are terrible things going on and that we have a responsibility to feel something and act. This is how visual techniques that jar the senses, shock, horrify or even make us laugh operate.

However, there is a very real risk of turning these gross violations into something superficial through visual campaigns that merely raise awareness without doing much more. In these instances audiences remain mute spectators rather than being engaged participants. Hard-hitting visual campaigns can work, but it’s difficult for them to do justice to the complexities of an issue.

For more information on the Earth Summit see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth_Summit

Thomas Keenan (2004), Mobilising Shame, The South Atlantic Quarterly 103:2/3, Spring/Summer 2004

Homeless polar bear, WWF Finland and Havas Worldwide Helsinki Oy, 2007.
Summary: drawing people to our issue

We have highlighted different kinds of visual representation that can work when we’re conveying minimal information and making one simple point. There is an art to balancing the need to be concise and eye-catching with the desire to help an audience go deeper. The examples in this chapter are intended to inspire. The techniques we highlight are not intended to represent a comprehensive framework or formal categories, instead the aim is to provide a range of ideas to draw on or use in different combinations.

Helping our audience Get the Idea means making simple, eye-catching products that are based on substantial arguments, though these may not be spelled out. They are provocations and invitations to dig deeper. We need to be creative to help people Get the Idea, and we also need to know our issue and audience well, be able to back our visual presentation up with convincing evidence.

We need to work with graphic designers to make our images. But, when it comes to the design of the story and the selection of the information to be presented, these are processes that the advocate or activist communicating the information must be involved in. They understand best what needs to be said to whom, and what they want the audience to get from the product.

- Visualisation can turn the undefined, difficult to describe, complex and invisible into something a viewer can recognise and relate to. This can create a quick bridge between the problem we are trying to describe and the individual or group of people who may be interested in it. It can allow us to lead people into a complex problem through a simple story or hook.

- Visual information is a flexible and efficient way of communicating. There are many possible approaches to visually representing any issue. A visualisation can cut straight to the point of a matter very effectively, or raise an issue without being too direct; for example, about something taboo, sensitive or even dangerous.

- Attention-grabbing techniques such as shock, humour and even beauty become stronger in a visual context, with different strengths from those they’d possess in a written text.

- Visual information opens up new ways of communicating that are not otherwise possible. It enables the creation of something distinctive that stands out and is memorable to audiences because it creates a new sort of experience for them. Visualisation can be a fresh form of expression, enabling new forms of debate and participation.

- Visual information creates alternative perspectives so that the audience can explore, identify with and participate in an issue. It can help people recognise their own point of view and affirm the relevance of an issue to them, or it can give them space to think and decide for themselves.
Crafting a narrative

Get the Picture
Get the Picture: crafting a narrative

Once we’ve got people’s attention and helped them Get the Idea, what’s next?

As activists who work with information, our tendency is to want to tell the whole story and show all the work we’ve done. In some cases, it may be fair or necessary to publish everything we know, but often this approach is not very effective. Regardless of the rigour and skill that go into data collection, and regardless of the quality of research, Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) are awash with 60-page reports that very few people have ever read; they tend to collect dust on the shelves of like-minded organisations.

In five years of talking about this with NGOs from around the world, we’ve only ever been met with rooms full of people nodding in agreement when we talk about the need to go beyond the ‘60-page report’.

If we want people to understand and act on issues, the challenge is much greater than just the problem of representation and beautification. It’s not enough to let the people who design our reports add more white space or a few full-page photographs. We need to find concise ways of telling stories that strengthen the information we’re trying to get across by presenting it well and beautifully, but without dumbing down the issues. We need to give people helpful short-cuts that increase their understanding of our key points, orient them within a particular perspective and entice them to explore our issues further.

By telling stories effectively, with high-quality data, delivered in a clear and compelling way, we can increase people’s understanding and focus their attention on the most pressing or revealing aspects of an issue.

We can:
- Present a brief visual executive summary.
- Help people to grasp a problem by understanding its context or scale, how it came about, how it compares to other issues, or how urgent it is.
- Illustrate a complex point, much as we do when reaching for pen and paper and sketching it out, something many people do instinctively.
- Help people to see different perspectives, and illuminate an issue in fresh ways.

At Tactical Tech workshops we have seen that when given a data set and the task of visualising it, most people will either draw a map, a bar graph or a pie chart. These are familiar visual organising principles that we can rely on without having to invent something new. There’s nothing wrong with maps and bar charts. We see them so frequently because we often need them and they’re easy to use. However, the hard question we have to ask ourselves before we use them is, “Is this the best organising principle for the information we have and the story we are trying to tell?” In order to start thinking differently about representing information, we need to consider what we really intend to achieve, rather than just falling back on our habits or basic abilities.

Often we use visuals as a way to help us put things into perspective by manipulating context and using comparison. We can make things more meaningful to people if we can help them move from an abstract awareness to something they can grasp and relate to. In this chapter, we suggest eight organising principles that can help us tell evidence-based stories that shift people’s perceptions.
ASSOCIATIONS

The environmental organisation Toxics Link focuses on the ways in which toxic pollution affects people living in India. In order to promote understanding of the scale of the problem of pollution in a city such as Delhi, and to look at its impact on different types of communities, they decided to experiment with a graphic novel format.

As Ravi Agarwal, Executive Director of Toxics Link, says: “Graphic novels are contemporary and address a wide range of audiences. They can help make complex stories easier to relate to. A good visualisation can stay in the mind for a long time and make the case very effectively. They are closer to how most of us retain information.” The graphic novel, Our Toxic World – A guide to hazardous substances in our everyday lives, combines a strong storyline about fictional characters with detailed information on pollution-related problems and their impact on individuals.

The graphic novel was placed in bookstores. Agarwal said one of the things that really worked about this was that it “...occupied a new niche normally not provided to ‘awareness materials’. It helped in reaching out to audiences which one would normally find hard to access.”

The graphic novel is 160 pages long, and took eight months to produce.

Panel from Our Toxic World. Toxics Link.

1 ‘Our Toxic World – A guide to hazardous substances in our everyday lives’, Aniruddha Sen Gupta, Toxics Link, Sage, New Delhi, India, 2010.
Walk This Way is an infographic produced by Good Magazine, exploring the issue of water consumption, in particular an individual’s water footprint. In presenting the information the designer has chosen two ways to describe water consumption: the direct consumption of water through visible, everyday acts such as flushing a toilet, and the indirect, invisible consumption of water through such processes as the production of beef. For each water consumption unit, an alternative is presented that automatically introduces the idea of choice. For example, look at the difference in the number of units of water used to produce a beef steak as opposed to a baked potato. The choices are also mapped over a typical day, from getting up, to breakfast, to lunch and so on. Framing the information in this way invites the reader to consider her or his own day, the options available and the choices made.

### CONNECTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Water Consumption (gallons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rise &amp; Shine</strong></td>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>5 galaxy Flush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coffee</td>
<td>5 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-flow shower</td>
<td>0.5 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Breakfast</strong></td>
<td>Egg</td>
<td>0.3 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>0.3 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-flow faucet</td>
<td>0.1 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lunch</strong></td>
<td>Beef</td>
<td>2.5 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>0.1 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-flow shower</td>
<td>1 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dinner</strong></td>
<td>Dinner</td>
<td>1.2 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-flow shower</td>
<td>3.5 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cleaning Up</strong></td>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>5 galaxy Flush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dish washing</td>
<td>4 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-flow shower</td>
<td>0.5 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy</strong></td>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>0.2 galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>0.2 galaxy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Water Consumed:** 2,070.75 gallons

**Amount Saved:** 332.05 gallons
In the years leading up to the passage of healthcare reform in the US, there were several attempts to clarify the extent of the problems in the US health care system. Bill of Health is a visual attempt to explain the political and technical debate in the US about the financing of the health system. There are two mutually reinforcing narrative threads in the infographic, produced by Good Magazine: the first describes the problem and how it might be fixed. The second shows why the issue needs attention, showing that despite the huge amount of money spent, health care in the United States compares unfavourably to that in other countries, on infant mortality and life expectancy, for example. This infographic uses strong visual cues to create many entry points for the viewer helping them through a large amount of data and easing the feeling of being overwhelmed, while sustaining interest in the graphic. This infographic also gives context to the evolution of the problem, laying out a timeline of major events and influences on US health care legislation. This infographic does not appeal to everyone as it is quite complex, but is a good example of how to try and get a multi-layered story to flow if you need to try and fit a lot of information into one graphic.

LEFT:

2 Two federal statues were enacted in 2010 aimed at reforming the US health care system. For an overview see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health_care_reform_in_the_United_States
**CORRELATIONS**

Italian information designers Francesco Franchi and Laura Cattaneo are well-known for their very distinctive style. Their infographics tell complex stories through visual representation. This is not something that every reader likes. The educational style makes the reader work to learn how to read what is in front of them. This sort of approach, however, is widely used in the print media in effort to present issues from different perspectives and break up standard reporting.

Francesco Franchi talks about the graphic designer inside the newsroom as “an important player who can act like an interpreter.” He talks about what he calls visual journalism as a “combination between graphics and narratives. So it is at the same time representation, but also an interpretation of reality to develop an idea.”

If done well, this can be an engaging format for readers who are more comfortable grasping things visually. This example, on disarmament, explores the details of the growing arms trade. In the centre of the panel shows the top ten importing and exporting states. The panel on the right shows a series of facts about the types of arms sold by each of the top ten companies (top right). It compares the biggest producers of arms and how much of the market each dominates (middle right). It also compares the biggest consumers to each other.

---

RIGHT:

---

Travel documents I needed to travel outside Palestine is a montage from a book called Subjective Atlas of Palestine. It plainly displays the nineteen documents that the creator of this work, Majdi Haddid, needed in order to travel outside Palestine. Haddid takes a well-known political problem and explains it at a highly personal level. The amount of documentation Haddid needs and the way it is displayed implies an act of interrogation – something he undoubtedly experienced and chooses to represent through the image.

As viewers, we can identify with this by comparing it to the relative ease and simplicity of our own travel experiences. This is one of over 30 artworks in the book, which collects personal maps in order to create an alternative kind of atlas of a long-standing issue.

Annelys de Vet, the Dutch artist who coordinated the project says, “a story is never complete and always more layered than at first glance, especially when dealing with the notion of identity. With the kind of mapping that is done in these subjective atlases you can experience the bigger story, without explanation.”

In trying to understand an issue, we are often asked to comprehend measurements that are difficult to grasp. This could be because the scale means nothing to us, or it could be because we are being asked to try and understand something we have no direct experience of or way to map.

The BBC developed How Big Really? to help people understand the impact of large-scale environmental problems, such as the size of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch or the BP oil spill.

They did this by using a geo-spatial reference that has relevance for the user. In this example, we can see the size of the area destroyed by the Pakistan floods of 2010 mapped on to a specific postcode in the UK.

Earlier versions of this have existed as mash-ups on the internet, like the chilling mapplet that allows the viewer to see the area affected by devastating explosions, from “Little Boy”, the bomb dropped by the USA on Hiroshima in 1945, to an asteroid’s collision with the earth.


5 Explore the BBC’s How Big Really? website: www.howbigreally.com
6 Test out the mapplet application called Ground Zero created by Carlos Labs at: http://www.carloslabs.com/projects/200712B/GroundZero.html
Dutch design studio Catalogtree visually represented information linking the parking fines incurred by diplomats in the city of New York with broader issues of corruption. An initial visualisation of this data was created in the form of a table that was published in The New York Times, see above. This is a strong and simple design that clearly shows patterns and enables the viewer to analyse the findings at a glance. Its simplicity makes it easy to read, illustrating 141,369 data points within a single image.

Helping audiences to Get the Picture is about providing them with enough information to draw their own conclusions. The viewer can read the image above, and quickly get the gist, focusing for example on the darker shades in the top left – Egypt, Pakistan and Nigeria – or reflect on the different patterns of the three European countries – Italy, France and Sweden – and how this relates to what we know about these countries, or ask questions such as, “what happened in 2002?”

In other pieces based on the same data set, Catalogtree worked more experimentally, through a series of posters. The Flocking Diplomats series shows different aspects of the data in increasingly abstract but comprehensible formats. FD-4, for example, shown left, is an image treemap showing photographs of the 100 places where parking fines were most frequently issued to diplomats. Turning the list of violations into real places appeals to our sense of curiosity, as we start to wonder why some places make the top 100. By exploring the same data through a number of different visualisations we get a variety of views of the same picture.

**INTERACTIONS**


LEFT:
Catalogtree images from the Flocking Diplomats series. 2008

ABOVE:
Diplomatic Parking Violations. Catalogtree. 2008
The Myth of Maps

The same problem exists for maps and their overuse, this has been highlighted specifically in the Dead Ushahidi Project, a map of defunct or ‘dead’ maps. Ushahidi (meaning ‘witness’ in Kiswahili) is a platform that uses crowd-mapping to create documentation of events. It was first developed to expose post-electoral violence in Kenya in 2007-2008, and has since become one of the most accessible digital documentation and reporting platforms allowing rapid data collection around a particular event, such as electoral violence or natural disasters.

This easy-to-use platform has enabled some important initiatives, but it has also created a large number of maps that on closer inspection don’t really work. The problem with mapping and visualisation tools can be that by starting with the solution we may be tricked into overlooking the real problem. As the project says:

“...There is an increasing number of Ushahidi maps that are set up with little thought as to the why, what, who, and how... Using crowdsourcing technology such as Ushahidi maps without doing the strategic and programmatic ground work is unlikely to work, or to change much. Trying to crowdsource a map without a goal or strategy leaves us with just a map, which will soon be a dead map.”

The Dead Ushahidi Project is making a critical point – one that we have reiterated in this guide, too: that our choice of the kind of visuals or technology we want to use to display information must be driven by a thorough understanding of our reach, network, resources and skills. Whilst Ushahidi is a great platform, our choices must grow out of our broader strategies for advocacy: who we want to influence and how we want them to engage with our content.

Visualising Information for Advocacy

What can go wrong: the limits of visualisation

With increased access to data visualisation tools and mapping software, it is now possible to trade up from the pie charts and bar graphs offered in our everyday spreadsheet programme to more descriptive visualisations. However, the question remains – what next? How does the presentation of data in a visualisation or on a map contribute to our campaign?

Simple mapping and data visualisation tools can serve as an introduction to seeing information in a whole new light, prompting us to start asking questions and developing our own idea of what it means to communicate visually with numbers. However, we are witnessing an explosion of information graphics today, as a result of the sheer quantity of text-based information that we are all exposed to. See Phil Gyford’s infographic about infographics (right).

The development of easily accessible data visualisation software results in what Megan McArdle of The Atlantic calls the ‘plague of infographics.’ “Some infographics we come across online can be quite glibly-looking and impressive at first glance; others will put us off instantly with their vast webs of connections, endless pie charts or tacky clip-art–like visualisations. Certain infographics may be based on questionable or misleading data that we don’t spot because we’re overwhelmed by the image. Others make us feel exasperated; why would anyone want to spend their time making an infographic to show the overlaps and distinctions between a) the number of people who like pies, and b) the number of people who hate circles?”

Bluntly put, does every piece of data need to be visualised as an infographic just because it can be? Easy to make and readily shareable, infographics have become the flotsam of the internet – they are everywhere, they can be annoying and they can be easily forgettable in the slew of information around us. If we are going to make them we need to be sure we understand why.

The Myth of Maps

The same problem exists for maps and their overuse, this has been highlighted specifically in the Dead Ushahidi Project, a map of defunct or ‘dead’ maps. Ushahidi (meaning ‘witness’ in Kiswahili) is a platform that uses crowd-mapping to create documentation of events. It was first developed to expose post-electoral violence in Kenya in 2007-2008, and has since become one of the most accessible digital documentation and reporting platforms allowing rapid data collection around a particular event, such as electoral violence or natural disasters.

This easy-to-use platform has enabled some important initiatives, but it has also created a large number of maps that on closer inspection don’t really work. The problem with mapping and visualisation tools can be that by starting with the solution we may be tricked into overlooking the real problem. As the project says:

“There is an increasing number of Ushahidi maps that are set up with little thought as to the why, what, who, and how... Using crowdsourcing technology such as Ushahidi maps without doing the strategic and programmatic ground work is unlikely to work, or to change much. Trying to crowdsource a map without a goal or strategy leaves us with just a map, which will soon be a dead map.”

The Dead Ushahidi Project is making a critical point – one that we have reiterated in this guide, too: that our choice of the kind of visuals or technology we want to use to display information must be driven by a thorough understanding of our reach, network, resources and skills. Whilst Ushahidi is a great platform, our choices must grow out of our broader strategies for advocacy: who we want to influence and how we want them to engage with our content.


‘Why Dead is Dead’, Dead Ushahidi Project, https://deadushahidi.crowdmap.com/page/index/1
Summary: telling stories with information

Get the Picture is about creating a visual summary of your argument, finding a way audiences can relate to and understand the message. While maps and data visualisations are relatively easy to make, they often do not convey an engaging narrative; they are essentially tools and platforms rather than vehicles for story-telling. As we’ve shown in this chapter, there are many other possibilities for telling a captivating story. The challenge lies in thinking carefully about what we’re trying to achieve, who we’re trying to influence and how to develop a coherent storyline; what brings depth and integrity to these is knowing the strengths and limitations of the data. When presenting information to help people Get the Picture we need to ask hard questions about what exactly we want to display and why. This process can help us think strategically about the kind of influence we are trying to have.

- By comparison with conventional ways of presenting evidence, such as 60-page reports, a visual executive summary can help audiences understand and relate to our issue quickly.

- The danger in creating a visual summary is that the issue can be dumbed down; the data can be shoehorned in to fit the most convenient argument; make sure that imagery and nice design don’t become substitutes for a strong argument, and that there is a story that appeals to the viewer.

- Aesthetics and design certainly matter, but the biggest challenge in creating an infographic is to get the narrative right. There is a range of familiar narrative types we can use to tell stories that inform, and other narratives that we can use to help our audiences build themselves into an issue and explore it.

- In designing an information product, we need to find the best organising principle for the information, rather than the most comfortable or convenient for us. We can find organising principles by thinking about what our audiences need to know in order to change their perception of an issue.

- The success of advocacy and campaign communications can only be judged by how they affect an audience. In creating them we must look at what the audience needs, not what we want to produce. To judge the success of a visual executive summary, such as an infographic, look at the degree to which it manages to invite, inspire, inform and resonate with the viewer.
Get the Detail

Journeys through data
A. Exploring “known knowns”

Exploring things that we’re familiar with can help to build depth of understanding, particularly in relation to how things work or how they relate to a particular audience. Enabling people to interact with a familiar issue in greater depth serves to deepen their engagement with it. In each of the examples outlined in this section the audience has the opportunity to become a part of the journey, either by controlling the way the data is presented and how it relates to the interests of the audience, or by becoming part of the project by adding content to it themselves.
MAKING DATA MEANINGFUL

Even when governments publish their budgets every year it is very hard for most of us to make the mental leap required to grasp the huge figures involved and what they actually mean. In order for the transparency of government spending to have any meaning it needs to be translated into a relevant form, one that is useful to us. The Open Knowledge Foundation in the UK took the details of the annual government budget, starting with information from the Treasury, and transformed this data into something directly relevant. The result was an interactive website called Where does my money go?

Where does my money go? allows users to see the data directly and to map it on to regional spending, but it also makes the data directly relevant to the individual. One of the interfaces, The Daily Bread, enables users to slide a counter along a scale stating levels of annual income. On the basis of this it shows the taxes paid at different levels of income, and how they are divided across different spending areas. The site provides details to the penny about how much of the money that people pay in taxes goes to which part of the budget each day. For example, as you can see in the image, of the taxes on a salary of £22,000 per year, £8.00 goes to helping others every day and £4.31 goes to health.

This enables users to break down their personal contribution to running the country, something that can have two effects: first, it connects them more directly to what is otherwise an abstract and invisible deduction of funds from their income; second, it drives them to reflect more substantially on public services that they do not currently use, but may need in the future, such as health and old age services, or unemployment benefits.

PUTTING TOGETHER THE FACTS

In some cases it is impossible to help audiences get the detail without asking them to find the information themselves. This paradox is the premise behind Sourcemap, a website that enables its users to construct supply chains and calculate the carbon footprints of common products.

Sourcemap started as a tool to help students calculate the environmental impact of the materials they use in product design and grew rapidly into a platform for public transparency about manufacturing. Leo Bonnani, who founded the site, tells us:

“One of the reasons we have been successful is that people within manufacturing and retail companies have been dying to get data on the impact of their practices, especially environmental and social impacts; they feel like that information has almost been withheld from them. Companies now ask us to help them figure out where they are buying things from and the impact of this, and what that means for sustainability of their products. For me that has been a focus – from the beginning it has been important – because it was about influencing decision-makers: the people who put products on shelves. Across the board I’ve seen that they don’t have access to information to influence their choices better.”

Sourcemap also aims to help consumers to better understand the sustainability aspects of their choices by asking them to take their interest a step further and help pull together data that everyone can use. Bonnani continues:

“People want to be able to drill deeper. They are being presented with simplified forms of data. Environmental data is the best example of that. You will have eco-labels on products – like FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certified, ‘green’ or ‘natural’ or ‘organic’. These are actually very reductive and are data-poor. People don’t trust these labels and they look the same whether they are certified and valid or just a greenwashing attempt, like calling something ‘farmpicked’.”

Bonnani’s view is that there is genuine interest in data about how products are made, but the key is the journey that people go through in piecing this together themselves.

“One of the surprises was that people would spend time on the website, browsing and learning and exploring the history of products, going through it and seeing the carbon footprint calculations and how they are made, looking at photo slideshows, watching videos, looking at calculations for carbon footprint assessments. So we’re trying to replace that reductive eco-label approach with simple online QR [Quick Response] codes that are linking you to a visually punchy story about the product, [something] that you can spend minutes or hours delving into. I don’t expect that people will know about the impact of their choices unless they really play around with the calculations and visualisations, so it’s a learning experience for anyone involved.”


Sourcemap url: www.sourcemap.com
The information that we have may in itself be incomplete. Thinking through ways that our audience can help us with this problem can be a key design principle. An interesting example of this is the Digital Monument to the Jewish Community in the Netherlands, created by the Jewish Historical Museum in the Netherlands. The Digital Monument is a database about Jewish people from the Netherlands who were killed during the Nazi occupation from 1940 to 1945.

On the website there are personal and family pages for each of the people who died, which include biographical details and home addresses; users can add to this information with photographs and other documents or information they have. This data is made more accessible by a strong search engine and effective data visualisation to help visitors who don’t know where to start.

The key insight of this database is that the process of historical reconstruction is contentious and never finished, and that the audience may have the missing pieces. Between 2005 and 2010, the site editors received 28,000 corrections and additions to the data on the site, reflecting the gaps and absences in the historical sources that the site is based on. Eventually, they decided that this task should be carried on through a community-led process, and set up a Community Memorial to expand and improve what is known about the dead.

This example shows that visual information projects that start off as one-way communications of a traditional nature can be up-ended and turned into participatory projects, owned and sustained by a community of users. This approach can be designed for and encouraged, creating a powerful platform where people can invest their time and efforts in curating knowledge about things that they know something about, but want to understand better.
B. Exploring “known unknowns”

Exploring “known unknowns” allows us to access information about issues we know exist but know very little about. Presenting the details on such topics can help move audiences who are open to a particular point of view but don’t have enough information to arrive at an informed opinion or help to deepen the commitment of audiences who already broadly support an issue. Making such details available can help these people to think more clearly about the issue, and may actually move them towards holding a stronger position.

ExxonSecrets is a research tool built by Greenpeace. It tracks the flow of money from the oil company ExxonMobil to institutions that have produced research hostile to the notion of climate change. The data about organisations, their funding and affiliations, including statements and public output by the key people who work for them, is very dense and interconnected. It’s difficult to understand this in the linear, flat form of tables or even as a simple database. What ExxonSecrets does is help show how a political agenda is influenced and supported by corporations. This is a connection that many people suspect but don’t know the details of. The image shown here depicts the eight institutions that received the most funding from ExxonMobil during the time the data was collected.

The value of this system as an advocacy tool is to help the user find out for themselves how interconnected thinktank and research organisations are, and how well-organised the movement to deny climate change is. The insight that the designers of this tool had is that most people visiting a site like this don’t know where to start, so they created a set of network maps that demonstrate the capabilities of the site while making its message clear. The user can be ‘trained’ in how to navigate the system at the same time as they are finding out what they want to know by clicking on the individuals and then jumping off from these descriptions to look directly at the source material.

ABOVE: Biggest ExxonMobil-funded climate change sceptics, from ExxonSecrets. Greenpeace.

Explore the ExxonSecrets site: http://www.exxonsecrets.org/maps.php
I Love Mountains is an online component of a larger campaign against a method of coal mining called mountain top removal. Campaigners have been working to show how destructive to the environment and damaging to local communities it is. Explosives are used to crack open a mountain and expose the seams of coal beneath it. Valleys are filled in with the waste rubble, affecting water systems. The website is run by a coalition of organisations working in the Appalachian region of the US, where this form of mining has become commonplace.

For a decade, campaigners had been documenting the extent of mountain top removal using video, GIS and satellite imagery that shows where mining is going on, and presenting images of the mountains before and after mining. With this documentation, giving information about the issue itself wasn’t a challenge, but making more people across the country care about it, and do something, was. As with many environmental issues, while the impact on the people who benefit from its perpetuation (in this case, energy consumers) can be negligible. So the central challenge for campaigners was to make the issue a national one rather than one tucked away in a remote area. With this aim, the non-profit organisation Appalachian Voices developed the website I Love Mountains for the regional coalition, the Alliance for Appalachia, giving the project more widespread appeal. The My Connection tool on the site enables anyone living in the US to see whether the power they use in their house is generated using coal from mountain top removal. For example, if we put in the zip code of the White House, we can see that electricity to that location comes from the Chalktown power station, which has coal provided to it from five facilities that use mountain top removal. Although the visual aspect of this project is fairly straightforward, it’s the connection of two other disparate geographies that is important.

The connection tool works by stitching together six different public datasets that cumulatively establish and then present visually:

- The location of your house;
- The company that runs the electricity grid supplying your house;
- The coal-fired power stations that supply electricity to that company and grid;
- The sources of coal for those power stations, and the companies that run them;
- The sources of coal in the US (and in this case, including coal from mountain top removal in Appalachia).

While the tools used, Google Maps and Google Earth, are commonplace and the visualisation is simple, I Love Mountains is a great example of going beyond simply dumping the data on a map. It shows the possibilities for turning abundant data into evidence that can be directly relevant to millions of people at the household level.

5 You can watch a video case study of the campaign at www.ilovemountains.org/video-resources.
6 The six data sources used in the My Connection tool can be found at http://ilovemountains.org/my-connection-methods.

RIGHT: Screenshots from I Love Mountains.org 2013. I Love Mountains My Connection tool creates a map showing how the White House is connected to Mountain Top Removal.
C. Exploring “Unknown Unknowns”

In exploring information that we don’t know is hidden from us, the practice of presenting and connecting data is taken one step further, into investigation. This involves piecing together disparate facts about an issue and creating an impression of it that did not exist before. Activists, artists and journalists are often working discreetly, or working against mainstream awareness and understanding of an issue. In this case, the uniqueness of the information being uncovered and the unfolding details about something that was previously uncharted are an integral part of the audience’s journey.

Questions surrounding the growing industry of digital surveillance have been increasingly discussed in the media, and this is an increasing concern for internet freedom activists worldwide. For years it has been very secretive, and little was known about the actors and its size. In 2012, OWNI and Wikileaks published hundreds of documents on the surveillance industry, working with Privacy International and a number of media outlets, such as The Washington Post and The Hindu, to map this information, allowing readers to explore which companies are making and selling which surveillance tools, and where. The map presents the information in categories such as internet monitoring, speech analysis or GPS tracking, and then allows users to dig down to specific countries and to names of companies and then, from the Wikileaks site, to look at the actual websites or brochures of the companies involved.

8 Surveillance Who’s Who map is available here: http://bigbrotherinc.org/v1

ABOVE: Screenshot from the Spy Files project. 2012. Company details and direct access to technology catalogues, published on Wikileaks.
Trevor Paglen is an artist, geographer and writer whose work investigates unknown aspects of American military and CIA operations. As Paglen’s work focuses on asking difficult questions about confidential issues, it is driven by the idea that asking the question can be as important as getting the answer.

His project *CIA Rendition Flights 2001-2006* is composed of flight data that he uncovered through a long and diverse process of investigation in collaboration with investigative journalist A. C. Thompson. This was then mapped in collaboration with designer and activist John Emerson, giving an impression of the movements of aircrafts owned or operated by known CIA front companies.

The visual aspect of Paglen’s work is often intriguing. However, it is the questions he attempts to get answers for, and the negative spaces he tries to fill in, that make his projects particularly powerful. His work starts with important questions that become documented journeys as he tries to investigate the answers. The outcomes of such projects are unknown in advance and this for him is part of the end result. As Paglen says:

“My own particular methodology I think comes out of a background in art, thinking visually, thinking artistically, thinking about what images look like, thinking about allegory, metaphor, that sort of thing. That combined with a PHD in geography as well, so that influences the way that I think about materiality, thinking about how power structures are literally embedded into the landscapes we inhabit, and the places around us.”

For the CIA rendition maps project, Paglen gathered data from a wide range of sources, including news reports, amateur flight watchers and direct interviews with pilots who flew the planes listed. He looked for patterns and trends and pieced together details of ‘front’ companies used by the CIA. The process was captured in a book, *Torture Taxis: on the trail of the CIA rendition flights.*

Some of Paglen’s other projects make the limitations of the evidence it is possible to find the centre of the story. These works include blurry long-range photographs of supposedly non-existent military bases, and time-lapse pictures of the barely visible etchings traced by surveillance satellites across the night sky. In these works it is the lack of clarity and the incompleteness of the evidence that strengthens the questions of why it is secret. The absence of evidence becomes the evidence.
After the Sichuan earthquake of 2008, speculation and criticism spread across the internet and media about the way in which the casualties were counted and reported and how the disaster was handled by the Chinese government. In response, Ai Weiwei, probably one of the most internationally-renowned Chinese artists, started an investigative project, along with over 50 volunteers, to document the names of each of the children who died in the inadequately constructed schools, the so-called ‘tofu-skin schools’. Weiwei detailed the project’s methodology on his blog and in one year collected over 5,800 names of children who died.

The image above, taken from the documentary film Never Sorry, shows the artist in front of the lists that were gathered. These lists were then reused to create various artworks drawing attention to the controversy, such as Remembering, a wall of 9,000 children’s backpacks spelling out statements from parents of children who died. Weiwei conducted his own investigation, and, in an open process documented on the web, challenged the narrative promoted by the Chinese government. By presenting the names of children in simple printed lists like this, a tense contrast is created between, on one side, direct conversations Weiwei and his volunteers had with thousands of individual family members and, on the other side, the lack of regard for these children and their families shown by the state in not creating such a list. As a response, Weiwei’s blog was blocked and one of the activists involved in the project was imprisoned. The Chinese government, however, did eventually release a statement and publish an official tally of the number of children who died.

Through spelling out the details with well-researched evidence the artist enables us to get a different impression of the tragedy. Weiwei also raises much larger questions about the handling of national crises in China, the control of public statements and the practices and responsibilities of any government towards its citizens.

Writing in The Guardian about this project Weiwei calls on people to “demand the truth, and to refuse to forget... Question them [the government] every breathing moment. Until our questions become part of the facts.” He asks for people to be “… obsessed citizens, forever questioning ad asking for accountability”.

12 We highly recommend the documentary about the work of Ai Weiwei which tells the full story. More details about the film at www.aiweiweineversorry.com
What can go wrong: the devil in the detail

Get the Detail projects can be tricky to develop because they contain diverse elements that must be brought together: a rigorous and extensive data set, a technical platform to house it, and easy navigability for the audience’s different uses of the information. So we need to be able to work with good web developers, information architects, designers, data specialists or statisticians. Get the detail projects can take time to design and perfect, but if they work they can significantly transform understanding of and engagement in an issue.

The challenges of designing online systems to help people explore our information and understand our material are twofold. The interaction and technical design of systems is incredibly important, and the investment in technology required to create these sorts of products can be very high. However, even great technical work can’t save a project that doesn’t have good data, a clear vision of how people will interact with the information and a visual design that helps to navigate the data, not obscure it.

1. INFORMATION NEEDS TO BE USEFUL AND RIGOROUS

If we are going to present all the information we have, then it is important to ensure that it is reliable and accurate. Any errors are likely to be spotted quickly once information is online – especially by adversaries or those with counter positions – and this could damage the credibility of the project and everyone involved. If we can’t solve this problem, then we should make the weakness in our information into part of its character, inviting others to question, add to or verify the information we have.

When we publish all our information and ask people to sift through it, it can start to work like a peer review system. Therefore, we have to be confident about the validity of the information and its source or at least say clearly that we know it is not perfect.

It is really important to have good information to start with. Often people think they have a good data set; they may have collected the information themselves or have taken it from a well-researched report. However, when they start trying to make it accessible online in a more dynamic way, or demonstrate patterns in a visual way, it becomes obvious that their information is either patchy or hard to interpret. If the information is really going to influence the audience it has to be comprehensive and stand up to scrutiny.

2. PRESENTING INFORMATION IN THE WRONG WAY CAN RESTRICT ITS USE

When we go to great lengths to get information, it’s not uncommon to struggle over whether making it public is a good idea. People are often reluctant to share information. If we publish raw information on an issue there is the potential to generate more interest by engaging with those who are also working on the issue or following it. However, it’s important to get it right otherwise we can just flood the audience and at times even inadvertently tilt the audience away from further exploration.

Among users, there could be a lot of initial excitement about being able to sort through an extensive set of information concerning an issue they are interested in.

For this interest to be sustained beyond a small circle of experts or specialists, the information needs to be presented in a way that allows people to come up with practical applications or to take the information further for their own interests.

3. VISUALISING BIG DATA CAN BE AN ACQUIRED TASTE

We have to be prepared to make the visual design useful, and not simply pretty.

Being presented with a lot of information can be overwhelming, and the wrong sort of visual presentation can make this worse rather than better. In Get the Detail projects, the visual aspects of information presentation play a supporting role, and not a leading one as they do in Get the Idea projects.

Design needs to help people understand the information by revealing patterns and aiding reading. Good visual and graphic design in these projects creates usable filter and search aids that support users navigating the information. Far too many online visualisations focus on ingenious ways of showing huge amounts of information; these can become overly intricate, even Byzantine. Information visualisations that are technically impressive are not necessarily examples of good information or interactive design. Try not to go over the top – users give up quickly if they are not able to interact with the information; this can deter them from staying around very long, or even from coming back.

Finally, off-the-shelf data visualisation tools can be extremely useful, especially when trying to analyse or look for patterns in large data sets, but they also have their limits as ways to directly present information. These tools may be great at helping us organise data in specific ways or to help people get the sense of something, but it can be very hard for users who are not motivated by this form of presentation to engage beyond initial curiosity.
4. WORKING WITH SENSITIVE INFORMATION NEEDS CAREFUL CONSIDERATION

When working with sensitive information, researchers, journalists and activists can find themselves or their information at risk, either when they are collecting and storing information, or when they present the full extent of their evidence on an issue. If the information is likely to be disruptive in some way, then the protection of the information, and (depending on the issue), those associated with it, need careful consideration. This is especially true if the information challenges powerful authority figures, such as law enforcement agencies or public institutions in places where freedom of expression is restricted, or if you are collecting data on powerful actors who work outside of the law; for example publishing detailed information on organised crime. In these cases it can be useful to consider whether there are any partnerships with established institutions that might help to strengthen your position or offer some form of protection, such as academia, media houses, cultural organisations or large-scale international NGOs. Having the right support may help, but more importantly, we need to take careful measures in advance to ensure the safety of sources, the security of the information we are storing and sharing between us, and our personal and direct connection to the information we are publishing.

SUMMARY: USING DETAIL TO CONNECT PEOPLE TO AN ISSUE

The past few years have seen a shift in the way raw information is used to expose misconduct and increase accountability. In the examples that make up the bulk of this chapter we have been inspired by the new journeys that are now possible, thanks to changes in laws, such as access to information, thanks to experimentation with data journalism by mainstream media and to new tools and platforms and collaborations between hackers and activists. While digital technologies have been central to these opportunities, it’s the way that the journey is designed that distinguishes a pointless online data dump from a platform that is an effective support for advocacy.

There are a wide range of reasons and uses, strategic and otherwise, for projects that aim to help audiences Get the Detail. They may help persuade people who are initially not very receptive to our targeted communications, by presenting our evidence to them in more neutral ways, or allow those who already know the issue to dig deeper. The sorts of visualisations we can create – mostly online interactive visualisations – open up a range of different ways in which people can engage deeply with our work, whether they are already involved and supportive or not.

Get the Detail projects are useful for taking audiences deeper: substantiating positions and claims, helping audiences discover issues directly and directly, and encouraging people who already care about the issue to deepen their commitment.

Is the information relevant to audiences’ professional or personal interests? It can be easier to get people to take part actively, reuse or contribute to data if information is presented to people who already have an interest in the topic. Can the information be presented in relation to the audience’s own environment or interests – their community, the country they live in, or the companies they buy products and services from?

Just building a database and making data public is not enough. Especially if we’re engaged in advocacy, we need to think about how the information is contributing to an objective. Even if we simply want to raise awareness or present an issue, there is usually a reason why, something we are hoping people will do with the information or an agenda we have.

Think about the journey and ways through the data. What kind of journey through the data will help the audience understand it; does it need abstracting and presenting at a top level first for them then to drill down, or would presenting cross-sections or sub-stories draw people in?
Putting it into Practice
This last section, *Putting it into Practice*, is about moving from understanding and being inspired by visual campaigns to planning and making your own. Based on our own experience at Tactical Tech, we share tips and advice on planning and designing visual information campaigns and on telling stories through words and images. We also provide a quick guide to some of the tools you could use and a selection of recommended resources for you to explore further.

The five simple questions you need to answer that will take you through the process of designing a visual information campaign are:

1. **WHAT IS THE Aim?**
   What is the change you are trying to make or the problem you are trying to solve, and why?

2. **WHAT IS THE BENCHMARK YOU ARE TRYING TO REACH?**
   What are you trying to achieve? For example, a change in the discourse, or a shift in the understanding of a particular event or issue.

3. **WHO WILL GET YOU THERE?**
   Who is the audience and why? What form of intervention will you choose? For example: interruption, education or coercion? What is their current position and what will nudge or change this? What would change if you were successful?

4. **HOW ARE YOU GOING TO DO IT?**
   What will get the audience to reconsider or change their position? How will you use emotional, rational or moral appeals to their values and how will you get them to care? What role will the information you use play in this?

5. **HOW WILL YOU IMPLEMENT THE VISUAL INFORMATION CAMPAIGN?**
   To which networks will you present the campaign? What technologies can you use to deliver the campaign and how will technologies help distribution of or interaction with the campaign? How will the design of the information you choose to present support the content? What will be the campaign’s communicative power?
Knowing your audience and how to reach them

HOW TO DECIDE WHO TO TALK TO AND HOW TO TALK TO THEM

Too many campaigns are planned with the idea of reaching a general audience. This can be counter-productive, resulting in watered-down communications that talk too generally to everyone without really changing the opinions or challenging the assumptions of anyone.

Creating change through advocacy is often about gaining the support of those who can influence the course of events. It is about reaching them at the right time in the right way. In order to get started we have to make sure we know who those people are, how to target them and what we want them to do.

Tactical mapping is often used in campaign planning: it can be a useful way to understand who is involved in an issue and help clarify who it is we are trying to communicate with and why. Seeing how people or groups on a tactical map fit into an ‘allies and adversaries’ map can help show whether certain groups or individuals represent an obstacle or an asset and how they are connected. Using tactical mapping can also help in understanding how we can use different networks, the sort of influence we can hope to have on an issue and to help set realistic expectations. The key question to ask is: who are we trying to affect and why, and who can help get the result we want?

If it’s hard to get to the person who can ultimately make a decision or a change, or if they are too difficult to influence directly, looking at what capabilities key actors have may help. It’s worth asking tough questions in order to come up with the right ideas. At this point going back to the chapter on elements of influence may be helpful. Once you’ve decided who the primary audience is and have a realistic view on what you think you can get them to do, think about how you are going to get them to care, what form of appeal you will make and what kind of intervention may work given the current situation and the context you are working in. At this point you need to decide what type of information you will use in your visual campaign and why. Test your assumptions – literally try the concept out on others – find out what impression the information you have and the story you are trying to tell makes and see if this is the impact you are hoping for.

This set of questions can help to understand how an audience is positioned and what might reach them:

- What is their current level of understanding of the issue?
- Why do they care?
- Why aren’t they doing anything already?
- What may change their mind and why?
- What influences them? who do they listen to?
- What is their communication environment?

---

1 These are the basic building blocks of most approaches to campaign training, there are many free resources covering the basics; Try Chris Rose’s Campaign strategy website: http://www.campaignstrategy.org/ or the British voluntary sector resource site: http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk/campaigning-resources/gettingyoustarted
2 New Tactics in Human Rights developed Tactical Mapping and explains it further here: http://www.newtactics.org/resource/tactical-mapping
3 See Tactical Technology’s Campaign Strategy exercise From Targets to Tactics: http://archive.informationactivism.org/en/basis
## Summary of approaches and techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GET THE IDEA</th>
<th>USE TO ...</th>
<th>WORKS BY...</th>
<th>COMMON FORMATS</th>
<th>APPROACHES HIGHLIGHTED IN THIS GUIDE</th>
<th>INTERPLAY BETWEEN INFORMATION, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GET THE IDEA</td>
<td>Expose</td>
<td>Evoking reactions</td>
<td>Simple graphics and images, posters, simple infographics</td>
<td>Juxtapose, Subvert, Invert, Materialise, Compare, Contrast, Illuminate, Provoke, Parody, Intrigue</td>
<td>The visual is the leading factor, often using representation; information is in the background and technology is mainly used for publication and promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET THE PICTURE</td>
<td>Explain</td>
<td>Telling stories</td>
<td>Infographics, animations, maps</td>
<td>Associations, Connections, Remedies, Correlations, Portraits, Perceptions, Interactions</td>
<td>Balance of the visual and of information; technology can be used as an essential aspect of this technique, or it may be more important for publication and promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET THE DETAIL</td>
<td>Explore</td>
<td>Building journeys</td>
<td>Dynamic databases and complex visualisations, interactive infographics</td>
<td>Making data meaningful, Putting together the facts, Filling in the gaps, Unravelling connections, Connecting the dots, Piecing together the facts, Uncovering tracks, Working from the ground up</td>
<td>Information is critically important; the visual aspect serves as organising principle and entry point; technology usually plays a strong role</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coming up with an idea

Trying to come up with an idea for a visual campaign like the ones we have profiled in this guide is not that different from any other creative process. This is well-described in guides to creative thinking, but it can be difficult to put into action: the journey we undertake depends more on persistence and creativity than on any hard skills or specific techniques. It’s important not to leave the brainstorming for the visual expression of our ideas has to be part of the overall campaign and the way we work with our data. The creative process is a very personal thing, it may take two days or two weeks, but here we describe our journey towards the right ideas.

LOOKING FOR THE COMPASS

This is the time for annoying questions, for searching for gaps in the data or evidence and working out how to fill them, evaluating if any limitations could be turned into strengths. Exploring why something useful is missing sometimes brings unexpected insight. This phase is also about exploring the history of the issue and the problem, how it has been represented in the past, what worked and what didn’t. It is time to be playful, pulling together different facts, trying to find the most unexpected ways of connecting and recombining them, looking for external contexts for the information we have. At this point it can be useful to meet friends and talk to them about the project: sharing thoughts with someone who doesn’t know the problem can force us to simplify our ideas, and may bring new inspiration.

IMMERSION

We always start with lots of information, data, opinions, needs, initial ideas – and also the hope that we will be able to produce something different. During this phase we try to focus on determining what the problem is. First, the actual problem needs to be differentiated from its symptoms. One way to do this is to ask the question ‘why?’ endlessly. When we have made an exhaustive list of answers, we can organise them so as to recognise where the actual problems exist. This process helps us check assumptions: are we addressing the right problem? are we asking the right questions? do we have the right evidence? This may sound simple, but in our experience of helping people evolve an idea, we have never found a better way to identify and assess a problem and work out a starting point. This method can also be useful to help everyone gain consensus on the overall aim.

By this stage we are already generating ideas. Some will look brilliant and some will look stupid, but there’s no need to evaluate them yet; all we do is record them. These are rarely the ideas that we will eventually implement, but this is often when the seed of the best idea is planted.

FREE FLOATING

Ideas can come at random, at unexpected moments, and often in the strangest places – paying for a coffee or standing in the shower. There is a certain rhythm to how we function: sometimes to reach that eureka moment we need to take a break and allow our subconscious to sift through the overload of ideas we have amassed. All we can do to help it turn into something is to keep it simmering on the back burner. Breathing space is important: do anything except think about the ideas. Keep a pencil and paper handy: ideas will come, slowly at first, and then many of them.

CATCHING THE BREEZE

If we have succeeded in listening, thinking and being inspired, we should have some strong ideas by now. We won’t know yet if they are the ones we will eventually use. At this stage, whether we were looking for the metaphor that would frame the problem in a compelling way, or for the story that would shine a different light on a complex issue, all we need to do is sketch initial concepts. When we feel we are getting somewhere, it is important to show our work to others to test our concepts. Discussing and exploring ideas with other people is one of the fastest methods of iteration and often moves you forward very quickly. At this point we may feel frustrated; perhaps everything starts to look the same. This is great – it’s at this moment, when we feel we can’t usefully carry on, that we reach our best ideas yet, and things fall into place.

LAND ON THE HORIZON

This is where we move from sketching to realising our idea. We have to be disciplined, rather than just sticking to the idea we like the most; this is not the end of the process! At this point, we have to make a point of being flexible and continuing to listen to feedback while sticking to our original schedule and budget. Things can always be improved, but the main barrier here is the time and resources at our disposal. We have to move forward with our idea and stick to it. Our overall organisational or campaign goals acquire a renewed importance at this final stage, and we should check our concept against them.

WAIT, WE ARE NOT THERE YET!

Things definitely look different when we put them into production. The quality of the material may seem different, the colours may not work, the coder might have trouble doing things the way they were planned, or our testing audience might not understand the way the information is presented. We need to be prepared to tweak our project.

One common mistake is to think that once we have the published item in our hands – a film made or a web site online – this is the end of the process. In a campaign, this point is the beginning! Our project has to get out there and be seen and used, and we have to pay attention to the feedback and responses we get; sometimes this may lead to the original concept and inspire us to adapt it in response to the feedback. We need to monitor our project carefully and be prepared to respond to the needs of our audiences.

It’s important to respond to the dynamic context in which we’re working and to any unforeseen events and changes in the environment. These final adaptations and iterations can help us to meet the expectations we had at the beginning of our project, and to have the impact we were hoping for.

13 The Current Reality Tree is a diagram that helps to identify root causes or systemic problems. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_reality_tree_(TOC)
How to tell stories

Once you have decided who you are trying to reach, what you need to say to them and what form you will present the information in, thinking through the best way to package your argument or tell your story comes next. Here we look at three different means for telling a story: animation, data visualisation and infographics.

**TELLING STORIES WITH WORDS AND IMAGES**

Some narratives are instantly recognisable, as they come from the wider universe of storytelling. These include stories that follow patterns such as the crisis and the solution, the perpetrator and the victim, the symptom and the cause and Friends and enemies, and you will have seen some of these at work in the examples in this book.

Many advocates have also been quick to adopt narrative innovations that use complex techniques to build stories, rather than just telling them. A technique that was used in the global climate change campaign 350 and in Barack Obama’s successful presidential campaign in 2008 was based on Marshall Ganz’s formulation, story of you, story of us, story of now. It encourages people to craft personal stories that connect them to the wider community and to the problems a campaign is working on.

One way to think about how to use and layer stories with more detailed information is to create a visual executive summary of the main points contained in a more extensive set of documents. This can also create layers of reading, enabling people to explore an issue superficially or more extensively.

Giorgia Lupi, an information designer from the Milan-based studio Accurat, calls this sort of presentation non-linear storytelling:

“The big picture is the shape of the story and this must be seen at a first glance. From this high-level view, further levels of non-linear exploration may then invite readers to ‘get lost’ within the story or stories and engage at deeper levels.”

**WHAT GOES INTO A STORY**

The Story of Bottled Water is a campaign video created by an environmental non-profit called the Story of Stuff Project. This video is one of a number they have made that highlight the social, economic and political aspects of mass consumption and the related environmental degradation.

The Story of Bottled Water is simple. It works to nudge people who may already be unsure about drinking bottled water, but haven’t yet taken a strong position, or who have friends and family who haven’t really questioned their practices. The narrative is structured to do the following:

- Outline and explain the history and scale of the problem; then,
- Suggest the solution to the problem; and, finally
- Ask the audience for support.

The narrative moves from the specific (our relationship to the problem) to the general (the system of production and consumption) and back to the specific again (what we can actually do about it). The video also has a narrator who tells the story – the prominent environmentalist Annie Leonard. Her persona and style of delivery are central to the video.

The animation uses humour to underline the main points and keep the viewer engaged. The cartoon style allows a comic over-simplification of situations, for example of companies as grinning, top-hatted con-men, highlighting the bare essentials of the networks connecting people, products, markets and government.

The Story of Bottled Water weaves a narrative of villains – bottled water companies – and victims – innocent consumers, of conflict and high stakes. This script conveys selected evidence to the audience and lends credibility to the video’s main arguments, citing statements from bottled water companies as: “When we’re done,” one top bottled water executive said, “tap water will be relegated to showers and washing dishes”. These references are combined with facts such as:

- Bottled water costs about 2000 times more than tap water;
- A third of all bottled water in the US comes from the tap;
- Each year, the oil and energy used in making the bottles for bottled water is enough to fuel a million cars;
- Tap water in the US is under-funded by 24 billion dollars.

Most of the facts in The Story of Bottled Water are headline grabbing, intentionally short and easy to absorb. The distinct facts that the video provides make appeals in different ways; for example, some of the arguments are based on money, others on health, wrong-doing or market manipulation. The campaign builds on the details in the animation with complementary information on its website – fact sheets, research, annotated scripts – that are available for viewers who want to dig deeper and learn more, or want to adopt or translate the content.
TELLING STORIES WITH DATA

Combining narrative with facts to trace a storyline through data is difficult. Many advocates get nervous at the very idea of telling stories with data. It goes against the principles of working empirically, and we have to be careful not to fall into the trap of shoehorning facts into a pre-defined narrative. Creating a narrative for a campaign from data is a careful balancing act that involves working continually on four fronts at once:

- What is the point? What is it that we want the audience to understand and why?
- Working outwards from the data: be clear about what the data tells you. Consider whether the data needs to be simplified, contextualised or completed with other data to make our point.
- Designing our information: how will we bring our story together in rough data? How can we frame it in succinct and compelling ways without misleading or over-generalising?
- Finding visual stories: what visual devices can be used to present the information in an engaging way? How can the visual design help organise and give meaning to the data?

If we are very lucky, simply presenting the right data will tell our story and in visualising this it can be the ‘raw’ form that gives us a sense of data ‘as facts’ which in itself can be powerful. For example, for his book The Mystery of Capital, the economist Hernando de Soto produced a chart to show the large number of administrative steps it takes for a property owner to legalise ownership of their property in Peru (this page, above right). The data about the legalisation process bounce between different boxes, showing the Byzantine nature of the process itself and the unimaginably tedious journey that an applicant would have to make. The storyline is one of astonishing bureaucracy, frustration and complexity. Just looking at the data shows this. And this is only the first of five charts about the same process.

If you are telling stories directly with your data or if you are just trying to understand the data you have, data visualisation tools can be extremely helpful. When you are working with large amounts of information, being able to use data visualisation tools can help you to find and understand the stories in your data.

In analysing social networks surrounding ‘La Familia Michoacana’ – a drug cartel based in the Mexican state of Michoacán – Eduardo Salcedo-Albarán and Luis Jorge Garay-Salamanca used visualisation tools to map out the nodes in these networks and their connections. The data is based on the statements of witnesses. After looking at judicial files, the team pulled out the details of individuals and their relationships and this enabled them to trace the extensive social network interacting with La Familia Michoacana. The resulting spherical network map shows the relationships between ‘narco-traffickers’ (mostly the bigger and more central nodes), and how these central nodes are connected to public servants and politicians. Visual representation serves in this example as an effective way to use the data to tell a story. It gives us an impression of the strength of the cartel and how it works, and also allows those involved in the study to get a bird’s-eye view.

8 Find out more about Eduardo Salcedo-Albaran at http://smallwarsjournal.com/author/eduardo-salcedo-albaran-
9 Find out more about Luis Jorge Garay-Salamance at http://smallwarsjournal.com/author/luis-jorge-garay-salamanca
Tactical Tech is often asked this simple but hard-to-answer question: “What makes a good information graphic?” The answer depends on what the creator is trying to achieve and who they are trying to reach. However, many issue-related information graphics that work well have some fundamental points in common. These can be put into sequence:

**INVITE** A good information graphic provides a concise visual entry-point that at first glance invites us to examine the image further. It gives an initial impression of the issue and creates a quick summary. This is similar to the way we scan a page of text to look for headings and see if it’s what we need, or flick through the images in a magazine to find an article we want to read. At Tactical Tech workshops we run ‘image galleries’, where we find that complicated, dense or technical-looking infographics lose people’s interest in the first few seconds even if the content is interesting.

**INTRIGUE** An issue-related information graphic that works well often presents something that we weren’t quite expecting, or gives us perspective on something out of context. This ignites our curiosity or makes us question our assumptions about the issue.

**INFORM** This may seem obvious, but an information graphic actually has to communicate something that the audience may not have known, understood or reflected on before.

**RESONATE** Issue-themed information graphics can either chime with or challenge our world view. They can move us away from the visual or aesthetic experience of what we are looking at, into a more rational space of contemplating what the graphic is saying. If stories or statements are implicit in an infographic, it gives the viewer the opportunity to join the dots themselves. This can lead to the final and most important step: leaving the viewer with an open question, or hook, leading them to search for more information, reconsider their views, or get more engaged.

In this visually straightforward map by the Land Art Generator Initiative we can see these four elements at work. First we are invited to take a closer look by the arresting heading “surface area required to power the world” and a pattern of lines we don’t yet recognise on the world map. We are intrigued when we realise that the yellow lines represent locations showing possible future wind farms that would have to be constructed. The infographic does the job of translating abstract numerical information about energy consumption into something concrete. The starting premise for this work was a US government estimate that global energy consumption in 2030 will be 679,000,000,000,000,000 BTU (British Thermal Units – a measure of energy). The project translated this abstract measurement into a ‘what if’ scenario and mapped this on to a visual concept that we can grasp easily.

At this global scale, the space required still looks small, but at the human scale the potential impact of such a transition would be enormous. Consider the land area that would have to be completely devoted to wind farms. The visual resonates with the audience as it introduces a new sort of trade-off. It neither endorses nor condemns, but asks the viewer to think independently and consider the different aspects of this proposed solution to the world’s energy needs. Perhaps most importantly, the graphic raises a more subtle and broader geo-political question, “What would the world look like if energy came from different sources, and how would this draw power away from oil centres like the Middle East?”

There are a wide variety of new data visualisation tools available online. Some of them are free and open source, and others are expensive. Some are simple to use, producing generic images, others are complicated but create beautiful results. Whether you want use these tools to create a graphic, or you just want to use them to analyse your data better, here are some tips on how to get started.

For many people, the first adventures into using data visualisation tools go something like this: use Google to search “data viz tools”, read a few blog posts, download a tool, put your data into the tool and watch the “please wait” wheel spin and spin.

You rarely get the beautifully colourful and slick visual you had in your mind’s eye the first time round (or the second or the third for that matter). If you are not a coder or a designer, learning how to use data visualisation tools requires investing a decent chunk of time experimenting with the tool and watching YouTube tutorials.

Before you begin spending lots of time learning a tool, it’s worth thinking about what else you need to do. Making sure that the visual output achieves what you want means cleaning and selecting the data to be represented and, as we have shown in this guide, having a clear visual concept. You need to think about the most appropriate visual form to represent the data and story – a network graph, map, interactive chart – and what format it will be disseminated in – on a website, in a report, as part of a video, etc.

Here we suggest some tools that you can learn to use with varying degrees of effort. But be warned, there are common problems when using free or open source data visualisation tools:

► You don’t always own or have control of your data. In some cases the data and the resulting visualisation are stored on the program’s website/ server and are public and downloadable. If you are working with sensitive or politically controversial data take care.

► Without coding experience (unless you have a coder friend who owes you a favour), these impressive, interactive visualisations with “wow” factor will remain out of reach.

► Some of these tools come with a mind-boggling array of options and customisable features. Getting your head round the complexity of the tool and what it is capable of can take a long time.

► Take note of what the final format of the visual will be. For example, it may only be embeddable in a website and not downloadable. It may be the case that it can only be viewed on the web as the data is stored online.

► A lot of the free, open source tools do not have comprehensive support documentation, forums or intuitive interfaces and are quite simply not as user-friendly as, for example, Google’s range of data visualisation applications.

Tools for organising and visualising information

There are a wide variety of new data visualisation tools available online. Some of them are free and open source, and others are expensive. Some are simple to use, producing generic images, others are complicated but create beautiful results. Whether you want use these tools to create a graphic, or you just want to use them to analyse your data better, here are some tips on how to get started.

For many people, the first adventures into using data visualisation tools go something like this: use Google to search “data viz tools”, read a few blog posts, download a tool, put your data into the tool and watch the “please wait” wheel spin and spin.

You rarely get the beautifully colourful and slick visual you had in your mind’s eye the first time round (or the second or the third for that matter). If you are not a coder or a designer, learning how to use data visualisation tools requires investing a decent chunk of time experimenting with the tool and watching YouTube tutorials.

Before you begin spending lots of time learning a tool, it’s worth thinking about what else you need to do. Making sure that the visual output achieves what you want means cleaning and selecting the data to be represented and, as we have shown in this guide, having a clear visual concept. You need to think about the most appropriate visual form to represent the data and story – a network graph, map, interactive chart – and what format it will be disseminated in – on a website, in a report, as part of a video, etc.

Here we suggest some tools that you can learn to use with varying degrees of effort. But be warned, there are common problems when using free or open source data visualisation tools:

► You don’t always own or have control of your data. In some cases the data and the resulting visualisation are stored on the program’s website/ server and are public and downloadable. If you are working with sensitive or politically controversial data take care.

► Without coding experience (unless you have a coder friend who owes you a favour), these impressive, interactive visualisations with “wow” factor will remain out of reach.

► Some of these tools come with a mind-boggling array of options and customisable features. Getting your head round the complexity of the tool and what it is capable of can take a long time.

► Take note of what the final format of the visual will be. For example, it may only be embeddable in a website and not downloadable. It may be the case that it can only be viewed on the web as the data is stored online.

► A lot of the free, open source tools do not have comprehensive support documentation, forums or intuitive interfaces and are quite simply not as user-friendly as, for example, Google’s range of data visualisation applications.

Free tools for working with and visualising data

1. LIBREOFFICE/OPENOFFICE

Yes, spreadsheets are boring, but for most of us, programmes such as LibreOffice and OpenOffice (or the proprietary equivalent Microsoft’s Excel), are what we use to manage, analyse and understand our data. Creating a couple of charts and diagrams in a spreadsheet is a great way to find the trends and stories in your data that you want to visualise.10

School of Data offers online courses on basic spreadsheet skills and analysis, http://schoolofdata.org/handbook/courses/ and Tactical Tech has contributed a course on using spreadsheets to clean data, http://schoolofdata.org/handbook/courses/data-cleaning.
4. OPENHEATMAP

Before putting your data into visualisation software it needs to be clean. This means removing errors and inconsistencies in the data that would otherwise show up and distort the visual you create. OpenRefine is a free piece of software that helps you to find and fix mistakes and is especially useful for cleaning large datasets.

3. TABLEAU PUBLIC

This software for Windows makes interactive charts, graphs and maps from your data. It offers a huge, sometimes overwhelming, range of settings and ways to customise your visuals. It’s a good way to explore and analyse your data.

2. OPEN REFINE

This tool allows you to create colourful, embeddable maps with geographical data, such as IP addresses, street addresses and longitude and latitude coordinates. The maps produced use different shades and colours to indicate where your data values are larger and closer together or smaller and further apart.

5. GOOGLE EARTH

Add your own information to on-line 3D maps of the world. You can add text, images, video and audio files to satellite images of the globe, colour areas and even add three-dimensional buildings to the map. You can also explore and animate your content through time and create narrated guided tours.
6. TILEMILL

An open source mapping tool which turns Geographic Information System (GIS) based data into dynamic or static maps. It gives you more flexibility in the design of your maps than simple heatmaps.

Below: TileMill was used by Nai to map violence against journalists in Afghanistan.

7. D3

A sophisticated, code-based toolkit that helps you create exceptionally rich and complex data-driven visualisations. However, you need to know how to code. If you do, then this tool can be used to make eye-catching interactive charts, maps or diagrams.

Below: Jan Willem Tulp used D3.js to let users explore urban water usage in different countries, along with quality of life indicators.

These tools provide a glimpse of what is available. While there are hundreds of information design tools out there, there aren’t many that are free, easy-to-use and produce appealing visuals. Choosing the right one is tricky. For more details about tools, look at Tactical Tech’s own visualisation and tool reviews on visualisingadvocacy.org where you can explore tools that we have reviewed and tested.
Managing the design process

If you are working with designers, it can be hard to know how to go about this. There aren’t any clear guidebooks, and a lot of us learn by trial and error. Here we share insights from our experience of producing visualisations at Tactical Tech and through Tactical Studios, our in-house creative agency for advocacy groups.

1. HOW TO CREATE THE WRITTEN BRIEF

Give the designer a concise description of the project: give them both a sense of what you are trying to achieve and details of the boundaries of the project.

Describe your process: what you’d like to see happening, with specific deadlines for each stage of the process – both for yourself and for the designer. Be clear about the stages of the process, for example, that you want the designer to present three different ideas for you to choose between, or that you need a testing and feedback stage before finalising the design.

Explain what the essential elements are, and distinguish these from things you’d ‘like to have’. Are there any sensitivities to take into account? Give examples of the sorts of things not to be included, perhaps by referring to other campaigns on the same subject.

It can also help to give the designer inspiration: show them the kinds of things you like; use visual examples. If working on a website, collect examples of other websites that you like. Ask the designer to create a ‘moodboard’, to give you a sense of their ideas before they develop a full design; this can be very helpful for large-scale projects.

What to put in the brief:

- The background of the project, its aims and the issue it is focusing on
- The desired outcomes
- Target audiences
- The main message
- Anything to be avoided in the presentation of this issue
- Examples of the aesthetics, mood, look and feel
- The media and/or formats you’ll be using
- Types of distribution, and reach of the project – will you need different versions of the designs to use on different platforms? Will you need to be able to translate any text into other languages?
- Context – is it part of a larger campaign, or linked to a past or future initiative?
- An indication of budget
- Timeline of the project and agreed delivery date
- Any other relevant points – are there any brand or style guidelines? Do you have partners whose input should be taken into consideration?

Thinking about formats:

- Posters – even though they are printed quickly, they can linger on the wall for months – especially if they are well designed and beautiful.
- Printed reports – are static but tend to be relevant for only a particular time span.
- Online information – can be more flexible but readers expect online content to be up to date and to change over time.

2. HOW TO FIND THE RIGHT DESIGNER

Look carefully at the designer’s portfolio; if employing an illustrator, look at their sketchbooks. Consider how their style might fit with the brief. There are different design specialisms, charging different rates: layout for print; layout for digital formats; illustration or graphic design for things such as branding. Try to understand the strengths and limits of the designer and how these match with what you are looking for, as each designer will have a different skill or style.

Help set the designer’s expectations. Don’t promise them the job if you’re trying them out alongside other designers and haven’t yet decided which one to employ. Be clear about the process and the payment for any work that the designer does, and (depending on the agreement) pay them at the end of each stage.

If you are working on a large project with a new designer, and you’re not completely sure about their skills, set a trial project or period, asking them to work first on a part of the project or a side project, in order to assess whether they are the person you need.

Come to an agreement about process and dates by drawing up a schedule with the designer. This way both sides can commit to a series of tasks and deadlines. However, if the work is relatively straightforward just agree one or two simple review and feedback dates in writing with the designer.
3. HOW TO SET A BUDGET AND KEEP TO IT

- Present a good clear brief so that the designer can cost their time accurately. Agree a lump-sum fee, not a daily rate as that can quickly lead to runaway costs.
- If you are changing the brief or the scope of the project substantially while it’s underway, be sure to renegotiate, and pay the designer for their extra time.
- If the designer doesn’t bring up the subject of money or time, make sure that you do before starting on the project and that this is clear and settled before you begin. This can help avoid many tricky conversations.

4. WRITING A CONTRACT

- Put the parameters, the deliverables, the costs and the main delivery dates in writing in a contract. Make sure the contract describes what will happen if the process isn’t working, or if the contractor doesn’t deliver, as well as specific details about copyright and terms and conditions.
- Think about licensing; will this project be released under a closed license, or using a creative commons license? Make sure this information is in the contract, so that the designer understands what will happen when the work is finished.
- Tell the designer who the key contacts are, and their roles, as well as when the final verification of each stage of the project will take place, and the final deadline. Prepare a schedule that all parties have agreed to and attach it to the contract with a budget.

5. HOW TO MANAGE THE SCHEDULE AND THE PROCESS

Open and constant communication is the key to managing the schedule. If both sides have understood the brief and the extent of the work, there’s a good chance of fulfilling the commitments on schedule. Problems usually arise for one of the following reasons:

- The brief does not give the right guidance – too many revisions are requested too late (perhaps because there is a group of decision-makers which slows down the process);
- The brief is changed substantially during production;
- The quality of the designer’s work is not good enough.

Any of these problems can cause the schedule and/or budget to slip.

It is also important, if working with other organisations (for example in partnership or in a coalition), to understand what makes a successful working process. It is better and more efficient to have one person to deal with on a day-to-day basis. If there are many people involved in the decision-making process, reviews can get confusing and easily create a time lag for the designer. Explain at the beginning of the working period that the views of all decision makers should be managed by one person and channelled through that person at each review stage.

6. PRODUCTION IS A PROCESS

Production is a process of refining, distilling and improving. It is a reflection of the way we think when we create. Changes to projects during this time are generally positive, they help to perfect an idea. However, you also have to know when to rein them in and get the project finished.

7. CLOSING THE PRODUCTION PROCESS

Archive and back up master artwork: you may need it later when it may be hard to find the original files, or the designer may move on.

Track how the project is received by the audience, and the impact it has. Write up any lessons learned, for future initiatives.

If there are important things that should be learned from the production process, a debrief is useful for the team that worked on the project.

Keep copies, give versions of the work to the people involved, feature the work on the usual promotional channels (for example online), promote it as widely and get it seen by as many people as possible.

TROUBLESHOOTING

When a production goes awry, it’s usually because of one or more of these interconnected problems:

PROBLEM: The design comes back from the designer and it’s not anything like what was envisaged or what is needed, even allowing for the fact that it is a draft.

CAUSE: A faulty brief, or a mismatch between the project and the designer.

SOLUTION: Assess whether, with a more focused and better-expressed brief, the designer is capable of handling the project.

If the designer is capable and it is mainly a problem with the brief, improve the brief with more guiding examples and more precise detail, or ask them what they need to know to improve it.

If, on the other hand, the designer has not demonstrated the skills that can carry the project forward, cancel their contract fairly and offer to pay for the time they have spent on the project up to that point. Try to avoid getting drawn into discussions of design skills.

PROBLEM: Missing a deadline.

CAUSE: Poor communication, bad planning, delay or confusion in the reviewing process.

SOLUTION: With open and honest dialogue with all involved you should be able to foresee any delays. Try and set expectations realistically, and if the timing of the project starts to slip, act quickly by resolving problems, agreeing a new date or getting extra help.

If the delay is to do with the designer: communicate. Ask them to let you know in advance about problems that might affect the timely delivery of the project. If the delay is to do with the clarity of the review process: explain the problem to the reviewer/s and ask them to prioritise and clarify feedback so that you can try to incorporate the changes you want without causing a delay. From this better understanding you can agree a way forward, possibly with revised delivery dates.
Get the Idea

- Essentials in Visual Communication. Bo Bergström, Lawrence King, London, 2008. This clearly written and extensive book is a great introduction to some of the ideas in this chapter.


- The Inspiration Room
  A website with a range of different creative and mainly mainstream ways of communicating. The pages organizing adverts by brand, including Amnesty International and Greenpeace, are particularly helpful.

- Ads of the World
  Archives a huge amount of campaign material created by advertising agencies and arranges them by country, media type and industry. It has a section for ‘public interest’ advertising; the material is mostly mainstream.

- Social Design Notes
  Is John Emerson’s excellent blog about the use of visual communication in activism and is packed with examples and analysis.

- Osocio
  Collects the best examples of marketing for social causes. A great place to find inspiring and slick nonprofit campaigns.

Get the Picture


- A Handbook of Rhetorical Devices
  Provides more than 60 rhetorical devices to improve the effectiveness and clarity of your writing.


- Information Aesthetics
  A thoughtful selection of interesting visualisations.

- Visual.ly
  Most infographics on the internet end up here.

Get the Detail

- Jakob Nielsen’s “Use-It” Alertbox Blog provides guidance and tips on usability.


- Big data needs thick data, Ethnography Matters, May 13, 2013. Tricia Wang defends the importance of stories, social context and connections between data points in the age of ever-growing big data sets.

- The new age of algorithms: How it affects the way we live. Robert A. Lehrman, Christian Science Monitor, August 12, 2013. Cutting through the big data hype and providing real-world examples of how big data is used in practice, this article explores the futuristic implications (both the bad and the good) of the explosion of data we create in our everyday lives.
Extra Resources

**WORKING WITH VIDEO**

- **Video Advocacy Planning Toolkit**
  Riding provides best practices and lessons learned to evaluate whether video is right for your campaign.
  toolkit.witnes.org/

- **video4change**
  Brings together training tools and methodologies from a global network of advocates to support video activists and trainers.
  www.v4c.org/node

- **Engage Media**
  Is an online video sharing site for campaigners to upload videos related to social justice and environmental issues in the Asia-Pacific.
  www.engagemedia.org/

- **Insight Share**
  Works on participatory video-making, explaining how you and your community can tell your own story through film.
  insightshare.org/

**WORKING WITH MAPS**

- **Maps for Advocacy**
  A guide to using maps in advocacy created by Tactical Tech. Provides case studies, descriptions of procedures and methods, a review of data sources and a glossary of mapping terminology.
  tacticaltech.org/maps-advocacy

- **Balloon Mapping**
  Public Lab explain how to do your own aerial mapping using a balloon, a digital camera and some everyday bits and pieces.
  publiclab.org/wiki/balloon-mapping

- **Ground Truth**
  A blog about community mapping projects and the work of the Ground Truth Initiative which started in 2009 by mapping Kibera, the largest slum in Kenya.
  groundtruth.in/blog/

**WORKING WITH SATELLITE IMAGERY**

- **The Satellite Sentinel Project**
  Uses satellite imagery to monitor and report on human rights abuses occurring in Sudan and South Sudan.
  www.satsentinel.org/

**WORKING SECURELY**

- **Me and My Shadow**
  A Tactical Tech website that allows you to trace your digital shadow, showing all the data you leave behind without knowing it when you are online, and then shows you how to reduce it.
  www.myshadow.org

**DIGITAL CAMPAIGNING**

- **The Info-Activism How-To Guide**
  By Tactical Tech, provide a comprehensive overview of strategies, digital tools and case studies with a critical focus on the intended strategic impact of campaigns.
  www.howto.infoactivationism.org/tools

- **The Knight Centre for Digital Media**
  Is a great place to find out about the latest new media platforms and tools, attend virtual lectures and take part in tutorials on everything from photography to mapping.
  multimedia.journalism.berkeley.edu

- **Osocio**
  Collects the best examples of marketing for social causes. A great place to find inspiring and slick non-profit campaigns.
  www.osocio.org

- **Exposing the Invisible**
  A series of short films telling the personal stories of those working at the frontiers of investigation in the digital age.
  www.exposingtheinvisible.org

**WORKING WITH DATA**

- **Security in-a-box**
  Everything you need to know about how to stay safe online, how to protect your data and communications, and how to set up the tools to do that. A project by Tactical Tech and Frontline Defenders.
  www.securityinabox.org

- **School of Data**
  A project by the Open Knowledge Foundation, offers a series of on-line courses for people who are completely new to using spreadsheets and to those who are professional data wranglers.
  schoolofdata.org/

**CREATING COMICS**

- **World Comics**
  Offers downloadable guides to help with the process of creating your own comic to communicate your message.

**WORKING WITH MOBILES**

- **The Guardian Project**
  Creates apps and products for android phones to protect communications and personal data from intrusion and monitoring. One of their products, Obscuracam, is particularly useful as it can automatically detect faces in a photograph and pixelate them to make them unrecognisable.
  guardianproject.info/

- **the nOmaD Project**
  Supports aid organisations to collect, analyse and manage data collected through mobile phones. Choose the right technology with their Online Selection Assistant.
  humanitarian-nomad.org/online-selection-tool/

- **Kiwanja.net**
  Collates case studies on the use of mobile technology as a driver of innovation and social change.
  kiwanja.net/database/kiwanja_search.php

- **the satellite sentinel Project**
  Uses satellite imagery to monitor and report on human rights abuses occurring in Sudan and South Sudan.
  www.satsentinel.org/

- **maps for advocacy**
  A guide to using maps in advocacy created by Tactical Tech. Provides case studies, descriptions of procedures and methods, a review of data sources and a glossary of mapping terminology.
  tacticaltech.org/maps-advocacy

- **Balloon Mapping**
  Public Lab explain how to do your own aerial mapping using a balloon, a digital camera and some everyday bits and pieces.
  publiclab.org/wiki/balloon-mapping

- **Ground Truth**
  A blog about community mapping projects and the work of the Ground Truth Initiative which started in 2009 by mapping Kibera, the largest slum in Kenya.
  groundtruth.in/blog/

- **The Satellite Sentinel Project**
  Uses satellite imagery to monitor and report on human rights abuses occurring in Sudan and South Sudan.
  www.satsentinel.org/

- **Me and My Shadow**
  A Tactical Tech website that allows you to trace your digital shadow, showing all the data you leave behind without knowing it when you are online, and then shows you how to reduce it.
  www.myshadow.org

- **Security in-a-box**
  Everything you need to know about how to stay safe online, how to protect your data and communications, and how to set up the tools to do that. A project by Tactical Tech and Frontline Defenders.
  www.securityinabox.org

- **School of Data**
  A project by the Open Knowledge Foundation, offers a series of on-line courses for people who are completely new to using spreadsheets and to those who are professional data wranglers.
  schoolofdata.org/

- **World Comics**
  Offers downloadable guides to help with the process of creating your own comic to communicate your message.

- **Kiwanja.net**
  Collates case studies on the use of mobile technology as a driver of innovation and social change.
  kiwanja.net/database/kiwanja_search.php

- **the satellite sentinel Project**
  Uses satellite imagery to monitor and report on human rights abuses occurring in Sudan and South Sudan.
  www.satsentinel.org/

- **maps for advocacy**
  A guide to using maps in advocacy created by Tactical Tech. Provides case studies, descriptions of procedures and methods, a review of data sources and a glossary of mapping terminology.
  tacticaltech.org/maps-advocacy

- **Balloon Mapping**
  Public Lab explain how to do your own aerial mapping using a balloon, a digital camera and some everyday bits and pieces.
  publiclab.org/wiki/balloon-mapping

- **Ground Truth**
  A blog about community mapping projects and the work of the Ground Truth Initiative which started in 2009 by mapping Kibera, the largest slum in Kenya.
  groundtruth.in/blog/

- **The Satellite Sentinel Project**
  Uses satellite imagery to monitor and report on human rights abuses occurring in Sudan and South Sudan.
  www.satsentinel.org/

- **Me and My Shadow**
  A Tactical Tech website that allows you to trace your digital shadow, showing all the data you leave behind without knowing it when you are online, and then shows you how to reduce it.
  www.myshadow.org

- **Security in-a-box**
  Everything you need to know about how to stay safe online, how to protect your data and communications, and how to set up the tools to do that. A project by Tactical Tech and Frontline Defenders.
  www.securityinabox.org

- **School of Data**
  A project by the Open Knowledge Foundation, offers a series of on-line courses for people who are completely new to using spreadsheets and to those who are professional data wranglers.
  schoolofdata.org/

- **World Comics**
  Offers downloadable guides to help with the process of creating your own comic to communicate your message.
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A good campaign is like a good joke. A joke’s effectiveness relies on the use of the right words, good timing, convincing delivery and a strong punch-line delivered to the right person in the right way. When visualising information for advocacy these are the factors we need to consider. In this guide we explore how to influence issues using the right combination of information, design, technologies and networks. Through over 60 examples of visual information campaigns from around the world we show how they capture attention, present stories and take us on journeys through data.